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Education requirements change
Core work
to be more
flexible

BY jAKE BURGESS
STAFF WRITER

The University's Academic Council
unanimously passed recommendations from the Committee to Review
General Education on Sept. 26 that
will make gener al education more
flexible for students.

The Committee ch anged the name of they develop basic skills and become
general education to University broadly educated in their own culture
Studies because the old name was and traditions ns well as the culture
generic and had little meaning, said and tTaditions of others with whom
they will interact during their lives."
James Booth, academic provost.
Booth said that University Studies
The name University Studies was
will
give students more flexibility in
chosen, according to the report, "to ask
choosing
electives nnd more choices.
students to share a common learning
The
report
also established a comexperience designed to ensure that

mittee, composed of one faculty member from each college and selected by
Booth, to watch over universities'
studies.
The committee's job will be to make
sure that the University Studies program is being followed, make changes

University
reviewing
future plans
BY )AKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAfF W RITElt

Danny VoweiWi!>ual Ed1tor

Suzie Cardiff, sophomore from Radcliff, directs the Racer Band durin1 a pre-game show. The band has been practicing lo ng hours
In preparation for this weekend's Homecomin1 activfties.

BY D ENISE HIGGINS
REPORTER AND

jONATHAN OLIVER
EonoR· IN·CHIEF·

A little more than a year ago,
Jason Reeves was a scholarship
football
player
at the
University
of Tennessee·
Martin. However, during the
summer of 1995 he injured his
knee while training and his
athletic dreams came to an
end.
"When I played football a lot,
I didn't r eally t hink a bout

STUDIES/9A

Somerville:
Parking OK

AND THE BAND PLAYEO ON

Soul Flight:

See

With the increase in student
enrollment this semester, an
old problem has resurfaced parking.
The total number of parking
decals sold this year was 6,941
with the total number of parking spaces totaling 5,435.
"Although we have a problem, it is important to identify
that it could be worse and we
urc making it better," said
Derrick Somerville, Student
Government Association presi·
dent.
To help alleviate the problem, the University acquired
land where the Kappa Alpha
house previously stood for the
add ilion of 90 parking spaces.
The lot on 1609-112 Hamilton
Street will also be used for
parking in the near future.
The University is trying to

reach a rental agreement with
University Tire and Auto on
Main Street to use their back
parking lot. The lot had been
used in the past by students
until the company decided to
close it.
Somerville said 'he heard
complaints from on-campus
and commuter students alike
during the Sept. 25 Industry
and Technology forum.
One person mentioned the
idea for a parking garage nt the
forum, but Somerville said a
garage is not in Murray State's
future.
The state legislature must
approve the funds to build such
a garage and some legislators
believe Murray State has one
of the best parking situ{ltions
among state schools.
Students have also suggested
using a shuttle bus for rides to
and from the Stewart Stadium
parking lot and turning some
of the Stadium. parking lot into
commuter parking.
Other parking·relatcd ideas
include increasing lighting in
the Stadium lot and putting
lights in the residential college

.

See PARKING/9A

Former football player follows passion for radio

things very much," Reeves Flight," which airs on Friday
explained. "I though t every- nights from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
thing was going to last forever , But that's not the end of the
but I kind of had a 360-degree story. Reeves revived the rap,
turn. I woke up in a lot of hip-hop, reggae and r hythm
ways."
and blues program after more
But everything ha ppens for a than a year off of the air - and
reason, Reeves said. And he did it all in less than a
although it was a decision semester.
The pr ogr am, which went
made at the last minute, he
came
to
Mu rray
State back on the air in February of
University and soon began to 1996, boasts listeners from a
make waves - air waves that five-state area.
"The response has been realis.
Reeves is radio personality ly good," he said, noting that
Baby Nupe on WKMS's "Soul ·s ince on-air phone lines have

been added to the program for program as becoming an outlet
fun d raising purposes, caller for people who are interested in
response has increased. "Soul urban radio and in getting
Flight" raised $200 on the air internships."
Reeves, who is originally
last week, and Reeves said he
hopes to double that amount from Paducah, started as a disc
jockey three years ago on a
tonight.
But Reeves also wants "Soul show called "Da Bomb" on
Flight" to be a ble to provide an WUMT Radio at UT-Martin.
educational opportunity to
In addition · to "Soul Flight"
those who a ren't familiar with he currently works fraternity,
urban radio and to those who sorority, community and block
wish to follow in J:tis footsteps.
parties. In hls spare time he
"A lot of people a r e showing puts together remixes for parinteres t since the sh ow started
back up," he said. "I see the
See REEVES/9A

Andy Lce/Semor Photographer
Se nior Jaso n Reeves Is t he
voice ofWKMS's "Soul Fligh t."

Commuting president makes time
Residential college
system involves
off-campus student
BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
RfPOtlna

Seth Dixon/Staif
Michelle Ross stands In front of Richmond College. She Is the
first commuting Residential College president.

For most students, h omework, social
time, and maybe a job, are a full load. But
for Michelle Ross it is j ust the beginning.
Thanks to changes brought about by t he
new residential college system, Michelle
Ross, a senior from Paducah, can be presi-

News

College Life

Funding increases

Welcome home

Renovation of the Price Doyle Fine Arts building
will continue with a $75,000 allotment
from the capital projects and bond
oversight committee.

A

3

she said. "Things don't just come to you,
you must get involved."
The nursing major has set a good example as an active member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority and as an MSU cheerleader
until last year.
Ross also served as a fall orientation
leader for the past two years.
Currently, Ross is working two jobs, both
at hospitals, as a certified nursing assistant.
Although Ross commutes, (just n mile off
campus), she understands residence hall

dent of Richmond College as a commuter.
She is the only residential college president who also commutes.
Ross distinguished herself while serving
on the Richmond College transition team
at the request of Dr. Nancey France, faculty head at the College.
While on the team, she helped write the
new constitution for the College and assist
others in their understanding of the new
system. France later appointed Ross president .
Ross, understandably, :is a firm believer
in becoming involved.
"In college you have to present yourself,"

See

Sports

Index

You make the call

lB

PRESIDENT/9A

The MSU vo'lleyball team
I watched Evansville's
upset bid sail outof-bounds Tuesday. ,
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Volunteering in the community

Friday, October 4
•Deadline - Master's degree a pplications for December 1996 graduation due in the Admissions a nd Registrar's office.
eCinema International - "Sha nghai Triad ," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Admiss ion free.
•Performance - "The Le ge nd of S leepy Hollow," 8 p.m., Playhouse
in the Pa rk.

Saturday; October 5
•Parade - Homecoming parade, 9:30a.m. Begins downtown and
ends at 15th and Main streets.
•Festival - Tent City homecoming festival and reunion, 11 a.m.,
adjacent to Roy Stewart Stadium.
•Pre-game festivities - Homecoming pre-game festivities, 1:30 p.m.,
Roy Stewart Stadium.
-Game - Homecoming game, 2:30p.m., Murray State vs. Austin
Peay. Tickets are $7 for general admission and $6 for children and
senior citizens. For more information call 762-4895.
•Performance - Racer marching band, 7 p.m., Stewart Stadium.
eCinema International - "Shanghai Triad," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Admission free.

Career services rec,ent changes

ISTE

Sunday, October 6
•Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship meeting, 7 p.m., Murray
Christia n Fe llowship house (across from the Industry and
Technology Building).
•
•Meeting - Overe aters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., private dining room
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

TO

Monday, October 7
•Workshop - Conflict resolution/anger management, 12:30 to 1:30
p.m., Ba rkley Room, Curris Center.
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Curris Center, Barkley
Room.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30p.m., private dining room at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Alumna gets education award
Martha Dell Brown Sanders of Frankfort will be presented
with the Murray State University 1996 College of Education
Outstanding Alumni Service Award at the 11th annual College
of Education Alumni Association Homecoming breakfast on
Saturday.
Sanders, a 1951 graduate of Murray State, has taught at
schools in Kentucky and Illinois. She has served as ·the director
and assistant executive director and as a unified service consultant of the Kentucky Education Association. Sanders also has
been influential in the development and passage of education
legislation in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This past summer Sanders was cited along with 300 other
women in The Women's Historical Biography of the National
Education Association: A Meaningful Record of Women's
Contribution to the Association at the National Level for contributions to education.

'Eyes in the Dark'
Murray Optimist Club will sponsor a homecoming ham breakfast on Saturday from 6 to 9 a.m. , at Rudy's Restaurant (west
side of court square) in downtown Murray.
Proceeds will go to support "Eyes in the Dark" project in the
purchase of CairnsiRIS Thermal Imaging Fire Helmets for
Murray and Calloway County Fire Rescue.
Tickets are $6 for adults and $4 for children and are available
from members of the Optimist Club, the Murray Woman's Club
or at the door.

,

October 4, 1996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among Murray
State students, faculty and staff.
•The Calloway County 4-H Council needs volunteers to be
club leaders to assist members with projects. The 4-H Cou ncil
also needs volunteers to help with a public speaking class Oct.
10 and 17.
• Murray Independent Schools need volunteers during and
after school hours at the elementary, middle and high schools.
• Southwest Calloway·E1ementary School needs volunteers to
help with the children during school hours.
If you are interested in these or any volunteer opportunities
call Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

Career services has made several changes ranging from new
staff to a computer database.
Anne Johnson, the new coordinator of employment, replaces
Vivian Travis. Johnson is responsible for on-campus interviews,
company contacts and the establishment of student placement
files. For more information call Johnson at 762-3801.
The first Career Day is slated for Oct. 30. For more information call Gina Winchester at 762-2907.
Career Services has a new computer database system for
Cooperative Education and Placement. The system will allow
the staff to match students with jobs, track placement records
and have current job lists. For more information call Chris
Beckham at 762-3803.
The cooperative education program's course fee for all students will be calculated at the in-state tuition rate, per credit
hour. For more information call Winchester at 762-2907.

The Murray State News

Seth Dixon/Staff

SGA Senators-at-Large, Sandy Stone of Paducah and jason
Gibson of Wickliffe assisted Christy Dowell of Hardinsburg with
vo ter registration Monday In the Curris Cente r.

Duo-piano team performs
Murray State will host a recital featuring Stephen Bro·wn and
Eleanor Brown, a husband and wife piano duo.
Their program will include works by Shostakovich, Ravel and
Mrs. H .H .A. Beach. Also on the program will be "Prelude, Fugue
and Variation," for organ and piano, Op. 18 by Cesar Franck.
The Browns have performed together as a dual-piano team for
more than 25 years. They have appeared on campuses throughout the United States.
Eleanor Brown earned degrees at Wilson College and Yale
University. She currently maintains a private studio in Murray
ana is the student workshops chairperson for the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association.
Stephen Brown, professor of music at Murray State, has
earned degrees at Tufts University, the conservatorio di San
Pietro a Maiella in Naples, Italy, Yale University and Ohio
State University.
Their performance will begin at 8 p.m. on Tuesday in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. The
public is invited. Admission free.

Go Online Now!

Farmers Farmacy
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1304-J Chestnut St.
759-2248

Tuesday, October 8
•Lecture - "Friendship in the Age of Aids" lecture by Joel Goldman
and T.J. Sullivan, 7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Wednesday, October 9
•Exhibit - Painting by Sujung l ee-Ma in the Eagle Gallery In the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting - Management and Marke ting club, 4:30 p.m., Business
Building, room 402. Refreshments provided.
-Meeting - Murray Christian Fellowship, 6:30 p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship house.
-Meeting - Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
-Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., private dining room at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Thursday, October 10
•Seminar - Laverne Brown presents, "Attitude is Everything and
Take This Job and Love It," 6 to 8 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium in
the Collins Center for Industry and Technology. $18 registration fee.
.Cinema International -" Nobody Loves Me," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Admission free.
-concert - "t:he Murray State University orchestra, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
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NEWS

Tent City brings
food, festivities
to Homecoming
dogs, Jones said.
One new event that will be
this year will be a "car bashThe annual Tent City ing" in which people can buy
Homecoming Festival and raffles to hit a car with a hamReunion will again be held on mer. Performances will also
the grassy area in front of Roy be held by the Alumni
Stewart
Stadium
on Dixieland All-Star Band Plus
Saturday, beginning at 11 Some and the Racer Marching
a .m. tomorrow.
Band.
This year's tents will
This year's theme is "Blue
include
the
Residential and Gold- Return to Glory."
Colleges, the Murray Swim
Jones said "Blue and Gold"
Team, the Athletic Depart- expresses the pride felt by
ment., the Alumni Associ- Murray State in its football
ation, the African-American team and its successes both
Student Recruitment and past and future.
Retention Organization, Con"Return to Glory" represents
tinuing
Education,
and the return of the alumni to
Occupational Safety and Murray State. "'We've always
Health, as well as several fra- had an excess of 2,000 alumni
ternities and sororities, said to come back just for Tent
Patti Jones, coordinator of City. It's just a really good
Tent City.
time for people to come back,"
The tents will hold events, Jones said.
contests, and offer services for
Tent City began in 1989
the public, including free with 12 tents and has grown
baby-sitting services by the steadily. "We've found that
Alumni Association. Also, it's grown so much in popularseveral of the tents will sell ity that people have come to
pizza, popcorn, chili, and hot expect it," Jones said.

POUCEBEAT
September 26

12:01 a.m. Paul R. Erwin was arrested and charged with DUI - 2nd
offense, driving on suspended license, expired license plate, no Insurance, possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia. possession of a controlled substance not in original container. Erwin was
placed In the Calloway District jail.
September 27

8:1 3p.m. A citation issued to Michael J . Outland for failure to present a
operators license and insurance.

BY DENNIS BEARD

REPORTER

Andy Lee/ Senior Photographer

This University-owned lot was razed last wee k and will become
green space. It may later be used for additional parlcing places.

15th Street lot
to be campus
'green space'
BY

REBECCA

Doun

SENIOl STAff WIITB

The areas of green space around Murray State have increased
by one with the razing of a University-owned building on South
15th Street last week.
Although other unused sections of University-owned property
are currently being prepared for use as additional parking, the
University does not have immediate plans to renovate the lot,
which was previously occupied by a residential house.
Tom Denton, director of accounting and fmance, said the plans
are to keep the area as beautification green space for now. He
said plans for the space are tentative and may change as the
administration explores possibilities and if other needs are
found.
"The lot may eventually become a parking lot," Denton said.
"We need to analyze our parking in the area versus available
parking in other areas. The long-range plans are undecided for
now."
He said other nearby non-University property areas are accommodating the parking needs there.
"We're renting spaces near that location," he said. "We probably do not immediately need it as parking. It's well-located for us
as a university in case we want to do something with that. It's
just good to have that property ~ere in case we need it."

September 28

10:27 a.m. A complaint was Issued on skateboarders near Blackburn
Science Building.
5:14 p.m. An auto accident with no injuries was reported at Chestnut
Street and Purcell tennis courts. ·
September 29

1:44 a.m. There was a report of a possible fight in front of Regents
College. Matthew T. Wheller was charged with resisting arrest. terroristic
threatening, alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct. Bong Keun Seo
was also arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication. disorderly conduct and unlawful transaction with a minor (alcohol). Wheeler and Seo
were placed in Cafloway County jail.
8:34 a.m. Christie L. Berry reported a theft of a Panasonic disc player
and 60 COs. The total value was $1,300.
7:21 p.m. Justin E. Patton reported theft of an electronic Keyboard from
. the Fine Arts building. 3rd floor, the door knob and lock were vandalized.
Items missing included a Kurz-Weil PC-88 full size electronic keyboard
synthesizer valued at $2,300.
September 30
1 :23 a.m. A false fire alarm was set off at Elizabeth College.
9:42a.m. A small fire at 1106 College Courts was extinguished
1:24 p.m. A false fire alarm was sounded at Faculty Hall.
2:31 p.m. A vehicle belonging to Richard S. Farrell was found broken
into at White Hall parking lot. Two Kenwood speakers were stolen.
2:50 p.m. A smoke detector at Pogue Library was set off by workers
welding in the area.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safety
office.

Fine Arts ·project receives extra funding
BY

REBECCA

Doun

SENIOR STAff WIITfl

Renovations on the Fine Arts
Building will continue as
planned thanks in part to a
recent increase in approved
funding.
The building, which was
damaged in a fire during the
summer of 1994, has been
under construction for more
than two years.
Bill Hintze, deputy state
budget director, said the capital projects and bond oversight

committee voted Tuesday to
approve a recommendation for
$75,000 in additional spending
for the renovation project.
John McCarty, secretary of
the finance and administration
cabinet, recommended the
increase in funds.
Tom Denton, director of
accounting and finance, said
funds for the project have come
from several sources, including
bond issue and insurance.
The project is being funded
by University income, state
capital funds, and emergency

funds granted by the state.
Dewey Yates, director of
facilities management, said
funding has also come from
several sources outside the
University and government.
"Donations have come in,
from
alumni
especially,
through fund raising and proposals from foundations," he
said.
Hintze said the additional
funds will not change the scope
of the project.
"This won't change any
major aspect of the project," he

said. "This allows the project to
continue with the renovation
course. This is the latest
installment in a multi-million
dollar project."
Roger Reichmuth, assistant
dean of the college of fine arts
and communications, said the
project will be completed soon
and will culminate with a
rededication and open house.
Construction on the building
is expected to be completed by
December. The rededication
and open bouse are planned
for Dec. 8.

Who's Who .
1996- 1997 Who's Who
Among Students in
American
Universities and Colleges
Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall 762-6831

Deadline:
October 25, 1996

Eligibility: 3.0 G.P.A.
Graduating in December 1996
May or Au gust 1997
Demonstrated Campus and
Community Lead ership
and Involvement
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IN OUR OPINION

The MUtray State New11

Vlelcome back
To all returning alumni, welcome back to Murray
State University. You made it what it is today.
Without the contributions you and your fellow students made during your tenures here, there is no
telling what would be here now. It definitely would
not be the school we, the present students, call
"home."
It is a University to be proud of. We have recently
been recognized by two organizations as one of the
top regional universities in the South. Our football
team won the OVC title last year and is off to another fine start. The basketball program is a perennial
participant in NCAA tournament. We have everexpanding program offerings, and we regularly
exceed the gains in enrollment of other universities
in this state.
This is not to say we live in.some never-never land.
We have our problems, just like anywhere, but we
are on the right track and moving forward.
And that has everything to do with you, the alumni of this fine institution. You are the people who put
this progress mmotion.
s~ as you are. visiting your old haunts this weekend, remember you have quite a bit to do with the
way they are today. They would not be the same if
you had not been here.

Minimum wage is
up, but for who?
As of'fuesday, minimum wage is up to $4.75 from

the previous $4.25. So if you're making minimum
wage, you should be getting a raise, right? Well,
much like the Hertz commercials, the answer is "not
exactly."
Students employed by the University generally
make minimum wage. Those students on the federal
work-study program keep on getting paid for the
same number of hours. Those not on the federal program, however, are out of luck. The University can't
afford to pay the increase, so it is cutting hours for
student workers.
This means that while we should be rejoicing over
a little more change jingling in our pockets, we're
not getting an increase.
This is by no means a problem unique to Murray
State. All over the country, people who make minimum wage find less work hours or no hours at all
because employers cannot afford to pay more money
for the same work as before. This is the inherent
problem with raising the minimum wage, along with
many other governmental mandates. While these
programs have noble intentions, they often backfire
and do more harm than good.
Trying to help people attain a better life is a hard
idea to argue with. It is not the thought we argue
with, it is the implementation of a flawed plan.
Raising the minimum wage does just as much harm
as good, and only helps to widen the chasm which
exists between the haves and have-nots in our society.

M~ NEWS
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Stop complaining
about parking
To the editor:
In response to your myriad of
recent attacks on parking, why
don't you guys lighten up?
I for one don't see it as that
big a problem. There are more
important things going on here.
Is whether people get an education worth the huge chunk of
money theyre spending a tad
more important than parking?
Sure, parking is terrible here
on campus, but it is terrible
everywhere. I've heard stories
of other campuses where people
won't drive for days at a time
because they have a good parking space.
People at the University of
Louisville are paying $175 per
year to park in the new garage
there. Are we willing to pay
that much? I know I'm not.
Stop harping on parking,
guys. There are more important
things to complain about.
Dave Smith
Elizabethtown

Smoking is a problem to be dealt with
individually
To The Editor:
The current debate over
"smokers' rights" seems to be
occupying a lot of our time and
newsprint these days, and it
appears to me there are several
irrelevant issues being raised in
connection with it.
One of these is the fact that
tobacco is a large cash crop in
Kentucky. Does that mean that
we should legalize anything
that is profitable? I imagine
that raising opium poppies
would likewise be a moneymaking proposition, so by the above

argument we ehould legalize
opium dens. Smoking cigarettes
is either a legal thing to do or it
is not. I am afraid that the fate
of the tobacco fanners must rest
with that debate - not in how
much money there is to be
made from it.
A second: and very emotionally appealing argument often
raised in connection with this
issue is: "We must protect the
children!" How can one be
against that? Well, one must
first decide who "We" are.
Perhaps I am fundamentally
mistaken, but it has always
been my belief that it is a parent's responsibility to protect
his or her offspring and to raise
them as they see fit, restricting
their activities (be in by 10
p.m.) as necessary and instilling in them the morals and attitudes that they, the parents,
deem important.
If, indeed, I am wrong and it
is society's responsibility to do
this, and the rights of adults
are less important than "protecting the children," then we
should ban for everyone anything the might endanger a
child including riding bicycles
(let's not pussyfoot around talking about helmets, etc.), driving
cars, crossing streets, and
throwing darts.
As a matter of fact, why don't
we just have the government
put all children in plastic life
support systems which will protact them from all possible
harm . until they reach their
majority and then let them out
to start trying to cope with the
real world?
The fact is, there are already
sufficient laws on the books
relating to minors and tobacco.
If you have taken on the
responsibility of raising a child,
then what that child can or cannot do is up to you. If you cannot cope with it, then you
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should not have taken on the
job in the first place, or you
should relinquish it to someone
who can. But don't expect the
government to do it for you.
Second-hand smoke is still a
third issue raised in this connection.
Does a smoker have the right
to inflict his/her environment
on others? The issue of whether
or not this particular form of air
pollution is actually dangerous
is not really relevant. The
answer must be that your freedom ends at the tip of my nose
(literally in this case) and if I do
not wish to be subjected to your
smoke that is my right.
For years and years the right
of non-smokers to a clean environment was handled, often
poorly, by social acceptance, not
by legal enforcement. In today's
world, perhaps laws against
smoking in certain public areas
are necessary, but sanity
should prevail.
The idea that smoking should
be banned, as it has been, in
some outdoor settings, fully air
conditioned buildings, etc., is at
best questionable.
All of which leaves us with
the basic issue of whether people have the right to do as they
please with their own bodies
and lives. Should the government be allowed to regulate the
behavior of the individual for
what that government deems to
be the individual's own good?
Certainly this has been done
in many instances - witness
helmet laws, seat belt laws, and
laws against suicide. Whether
it is right or morally defensible
to do this is another question
and once it begins, where
should it end?
If you can be punished for not
wearing a seat belt, why should
the government not decide
whether a given trip should be
made? After all, driving is a
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dangerous thing which uses
precious resources and pollutes
the atmosphere. Perhaps you
should be forced to file a driving
plan before being allowed to
start your car.
In my mind, at least, the
answer can only be that once we
are deemed "responsible" adults
we must all be allowed to go to
Hell in our own way. Certainly
if the government, or any other
group, wishes to warn us that
"X" activity may be dangerous
to the health, that information
is highly welcome and should be
carefully considered in making
our decision, but the decision
must ultimately be the individual's and the individual must
be prepared to cope with the
consequences of that decision.
Sincerely,
Dr. W. J. Swan
Associate professor
English department

The Murray State News
welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
be · signed.
must
Contnbutors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468. THe
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Political correctness takes away chance for fun
While perusing the USA Today in
the local coffee shop (number four no
cheese, and a cup of coffee), I glanced
down at the front page and saw that
seven people died in the West Bank.
Well, I got over that somber headline in about five seconds. That's not
because I don't find
death depressing, but
In
because as I glanced
My
farther down the
page I saw a large
Opinion
color photo of a blond
six-year-old kid with
glasses thick enough
to char an entire ant
colony - not to mention he's the spitting
image of my roommate, Solley.
MARK OORR
Since I rarely
have time to watch
Columnist
any national news
these days because
I'm too busy trying to
find the newest subtleties in the film
"Mallrats," I decided to read the article.
Was I in for a big laugh. No, I was-

n't laughing at the kid, but rather at a
society that has taken the meaning of
sexual harassment to a new and
unique level.
The article chronicled only the latest sad commentary to captivate a
quickly deteriorating society.
In case you don't enjoy humoring
yourself by reading about the most
mundane activities that find their way
into today's media headlines, let me
just give you a rough overview of the
six-year-old kid that is probably now
scarred for life. But then again aren't
we all. I know I am.
In seventh grade, while wearing a
Charlie Brown t-shirt, I tripped in
front of the girl I loved and got gravel
lodged in my.hand. You know the feeling. Well, I got up and played it off
like I meant to fall. She laughed at me
and I have never felt the same around
the female sex since - true story.
Well, after that therapeutic digression, let me continue with the sixyear-old who was removed from his
Lexington, N .C., elementary school
because of a peck on the cheek. A peck

tbB.t the boy said the girl asked for.
Does this sound like a plot for a new
John Grisham blockbuster? To that
school system, the problem seems
absolutely that serious. All he wanted
was a little sugar.
School officials first called it sexual
harassment (yeah that's right), and
then after a slew of phone calls by the
community, and the nation, the school
district retracted. Then they punished
the kid under the school rule that prohibits unwarranted and unwanted
touching of one student by another.
Next, the district may inquire as to
how much it would cost to castrate the
kid. At six, the tyke doesn't even know
what sexual harassment is. I don't
even know. Yesterday, while I was
waiting for Walt Farnigan's dog to pee
on a fire hydrant, I was informed by a
toothless passerby carrying a bandanna full of canned beans on a stick that
if I were to bump into a female at a
party, 1 may need to acquire the services of Johnnie Cochran.
You gotta love what the lawyers
have done to make everyone in the

nation paranoid of his own shadow.
Throughout, I haye tried to highTo make the story even more com- light the absurdity of the issue that
plex, the National Organization for grabbed the national spotlight. It capWomen decided to throw their two tivated my imagination as to why this
cents in by making the rather deroga- boy has been prosecuted by a school
tory statement that boys who aren't system that is obviously more interbrought up to respect girls "grow up to est.ed in controlling toddler births
be workers at the Mitsubishi Plant."
than educating. It has made me recall
In the world of political correctness my first grade days when I thought it
that is like calling the kettle black.
was OK to drool and take afternoon
If society continues to go the route of naps with the rest of the class, and
trying to emphasize political correct- where I was taught that it was OK to
ness, it will sooner or later backfire, hug and touch.
and the whole idea ofP.C. will be lost.
With this incident however, it seems
as though young boys and girls will
Everyone will r~volt.
The analogy used to formulate that become even mor-e separated. This
opinion once again brings me back to coming during a time when the world
children. Society is like a child.
of equality can be seen in a greater
For example, let's say there is a six light than ever before.
year old and his name is Planner. You
Forrest Gump better watch out as
tell him that he should not eat glue,; well. He held hands and sat in a tree
Planner will most certainly bring a with Jenny until the sun went down.
spoon to class and realize glue tastes Guess it will be tougher now for
better than even the most delicious youngsters to go together like peas
can of Spaghetti-Ca. Society will and carrots.
revolt against this latest ideology
(P.C.) being pushed by people and Mark Dorr is a graduate assistant at
groups with way too much spare time. The Murray State News.

Student urges Alexander
to know campus better
True or False: President
Kern Alexander is doing a good
job.
If I had to answer quickly, I'd
say true, although roy opinion
may not be the most popular on
campus.
I n a matter of a few months,
••e has turned this campus
upside down. He has installed
an
entirely
new way of
In
life (an entity
My
known as resiOpinion
dential
colleg e s ) ,
changed the
University colors, increased
enrollment
efforts, built a
crew team and
heard a great
MANDY
deal
about
WOLF
parking.
News
B u t
Editor
how much of
L . . . . . . - - - - - ' this did our
illustrious pres ident actually
take part in? Were these somewhat controversial efforts
merely orders presented by the
"Kernel"- as he has affectionately been called- in m emorandums to his army of employees?
Were they just discussed in
meetings and then handed over

to others? Or were these matters team efforts in which he
himself took whole-hearted
participation in?
Whichever the case may be,
the president remains to be
seen -literally.
Few students can probably
pick out of a crowd the man
behind the closed doors, the
secretaries and the red tape.
Murray State is a school
which prides itself not only on
its quality of higher education
but its friendliness and accessibility as well.
So that presents yet another
question: how ' far does our
accessibility reach?
Could Joe Blow off the
Pedestrian Mall call our president and set up an interview to
present his own ideas? I doubt
it.
Should Joe Blow be able to
set up a meeting with our president? I believe so. After all, he
is our president.
My plea to Dr. Alexander is
to get to know other elements
of this campus. Not simply the
buildings, meetings and the
administration.
I ask him to get to know dif.
ferent persons - the ones that
built the University and keep
the University running soundly

in terms of finances and school
spirit- the students.
Students are the most important aspect of this University.
It is the students who come
here for guidance and learning,
and to grow in the president's
school.
And while there are students
the president may know - those
in the aristocracy of the student body - such as the SGA
president, the. editor of this
newspaper, those few privileged enough to work in his
office, there are others who
may not have the chance to
meet the most influential man
on campus.
I ask Dr. Alexander to take a
few precious hours out of his
day every now and then to simply walk around his campus
and meet a few students, then
take a look at the areas this
paper reports as problems.
The people and problems of
this University are, after all,
his to bear as well.
So is Dr. Alexander doing a
good job?
Sure, but University life is a
learning experience - for everyone.

.

Mandy Wolf is the News Editor
at the Murray State News.

Alumni crucial to MSU
News on 'ego trip'
To The Editor,
Ah, to have the freedom of being a
student journalist once again. I
remember what it was like to be a
Murray State News staffer as if it were
yesterday.
The deadlines were there of course
but if you didn't make it, weit, that wa~
fine. You were able to catch an episode
of "The Simpsons" and take care of
thos e hunger pangs before tryin·g
again.
Developing the editorials was always
fun because we knew we could take it
to the limit, and then some. So what if
we did some bashing? As long as everyone got their share, we considered that
pretty fair. Besides, it's not as if the
administration would come and tie us
to the trees in the quad for a public
whipping.
We knew we were free to write our
s tories and express our opinions
through our columns the way we wanted. It sure was convenient to hide
behind the excuse that we made the
mistake because we didn't know it was
wrong. Ignorance and inexperience
were definitely bliss ...
And then I was pushed forth from
the comforting arms of my campus
newspaper and thrust into the world of
a daily news paper where lawsuits were
a source ofrelieffor those who felt misrepresented. CI think they call that
libel.)
Being part of the professional media
makes a young journalist grow up
quickly. There's no more time for fun
and games because you are dealing
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with reputations on a daily basis.
If you take a risk and screw up, that
source is likely to react by drying up
the information flow. In the professional media, you are me~el~ th~ distrib~
tor of the message, an mstgnificant bhp
• across the screen of humanity.
The readers want ?e~s ~at is factual. If the local shenff 1s mcompetent,
the readers ~e~y don't want to
hear Y0~ say 1t if.you hav~ no factual
~ounda~ton. That 1s the tncky part of
Jour:nallsm an_d part ~fthe tenets oft~e
busmess: A JOurnalist must_ ~e fa1r,
accu~ate and _capable of provtding factualmformation.
It's not ou~ business to hop on the
fee~-go~d tram, but we do ha~e. an
?bhga~ton to express edu_c ated oprmons
1f provtded the op~ortumty.
Ah, but once agalD, the student press
has an advantage. I remember the editorial page e~itor begging for column_s
at the last nunute and we would dutJfully churn one out. The racier it was,
the more everyone would laugh.
It was so easy to focus on establishing our own ego trips rather than pay
attention to what should have been on
all our minds - the responsibility to
cover campus events and disseminate
news to the readers.
Simply creating controversy for the
sake of stirring up the campus is asinine, childish and a disgrace to those
who take their roles as campus
reporters seriously.
Yes, it sure is fun to watch the
expressions on peoples' faces when
they come to a particularly biting
phrase, but what is the purpose?
Apathy has several causes, but I would
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guess that if there is a sense on campus, it could be that people are tired of
the sensationalistic garbage that bombards them every time they seek information via the media.
What sets the campus newspaper
aside from the media outlets off campus is that it provides a channel of
communication to the diverse student
population. How about some more stories that bring out the flavor of college
life? Believe me, after graduation, you
will have plenty of time to sit around
and whine and complain about the ills
of society.
Some excellent thought-provoking
columns and cartoons have appeared
in the campus newspaper, especially
the one regarding public education. Yet
even as I dole out praise, I must also
issue a word of caution: be careful of
the image you are developing on the
editorial pages.
Are you only interested in negative
issues upon which you can write paragraph after paragraph of sarcastic
zingers? Or are you really concerned
about making changes on this campus
and serving as a voice for the students?
If you see that there are some things
that need to be corrected such as the
attendance-taking policy or parking,
then by all means write about it. But
next time, why not offer some realistic
suggestions? You have a power as student writers. It is a shame to let it go to
waste by not using it to affect positive
changes on the campus.
Amy Wilson
Media Coordinator
University Relations

Fifty years a~ in May members of Alpha..Zela were rejoicing on the campus o£ ,Murray State University as they became the Beta Nu chapter of
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Twenty-seven members possessed a spirit which would continue to blossom a half century after Wilma Wilson Shar.p, national presideat, came to
Murray to plant the narcissus of A.S.A.
This evening cars Will flood into Murray bringing
those
who
have walked where we now walk as students.
In
What I wouldn't give to walk for a short while in those
My
shoes - to experience the feeling of knowing l had laid
Opinion
the foundation for 50 years of sorority sisters to build
upon - or to take a quick peek at the variety of other
memories which have drawn alumni back to the
University.
1 think the most amazing thing about this busUing
weekend will be that these alumni will be returning from
across the nation, to a place that each of them can call
••Home."
As students, it is easy for us to get so caught up in
AMY
tests, activities and, yes, even a few after-hours parties,
PONDER
that we forget about the history which surrounds us. We
Associate
think we don't have time to sit and relish the moment, or
Editor
as a co-worker put it last night to "sit and listen to the
L - - - - - - - ' crickets." (My response was, '"We still have crickets?")
In reality, how much further behind could we possibly get if we sat and
reflected for a few minutes in silence to remember why we are here, how
we got here, and the role others have played in our successes?
Inevitably the contributions others have made to the campus will influence the people we will become. After all, would you really be involved in
any campus activity if you thought your role was unimportant and would
never affect anyone anyWay?
And so, to alumni and students alike, I say thank you for the cootributions you have made. Never doubt that they matter.
Look around and be proud of the campus that lies before you and the
pe<>ple who surround you as the Racers take on Austin Peay.
Finally, to fifty years of Alpha Sigma Alpha alumnae who will be returning, Thank You for coming "Home" to celebrate the Golden Anniversary of
a very special sisterhood.

Amy Ponder is....the Associate Editor at the Murray State News.
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BY DENISE HOUCK
SENIOR STAff Wama

The first time I spoke to Shunda
Johnson she was trying to make people smile.
Picture a nearly-empty classroom
on the first week of school 15 minutes
before class. A few early arrivals are
scattered around the room. Most have
no idea who the other students
around them are and most are sitting
silently, scrutinizing the course syllabus for a lack of anything of better
to do until the professor arrives.
Then a smiling Shunda walks in,
greeting the group with a cheerful
"Hello class.• She then asks the name
of each student in the room, going
desk by desk, and responds to each
with "Hi, my name is Shunda. Nice to
meet you."
In a span of about five minutes, the
once-silent room is filled with conversation and laughter.
Johnson, a sophomore from West
Memphis, Ark., has many passions. A
biology major, she hopes to attend
medical school and plans to eventually raise a family.
She sometimes considers the possibility of expanding upon her career as
a point guard for Murray State's Lady
Racer women's basketball team by
playing in a professional league.
Yet, Johnson's first passion
brightening the lives of others.
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
"Making people happy is one of my Shunda Johnson, sophomore from West Memphis, Ark., and niece Lauren Hopskins,
major goals," Johnson said. "I like to brought cheers and smiles to last week's crowd at the Racer footbaJI pme.
smile. I like to sing. I like to make
children. Often seen holding her niece
"They showed they could also do other
everyone happy."
"You never know what could be going Lauren Hopskins, Johnson hopes to things in life," Johnson said. "They have
kids and families. They model and have
on with another person and if I can spend her lifetime caring for children.
careers.
They do everything."
"I plan to become a pediatrician,"
brighten up someone else's day, that
makes my day."
Johnson said. "I love kids. I love science
While Johnson admires the Olympic
team members' ability to· juggle basketIt was Johnson's joyful outlook on life and research, all except the math."
that first drew her to MSU.
While her studies and basketball keep ball and career, she remains realistic
"When I first visited Murray State, the Johnson busy, she took time out this sum- about her. chance to do the same profesatmosphere was so pleasant," Johnson mer to watch the Olympics, in particular sionally.
said. "It just seemed like everyone was the gold-medal winning United States
"It is kind of a bright spot in the future,"
happy. The coaches recruiting me were women's basketball team.
she said. "But I'm not dwelling on the
just great."
''The talent of that team was remark- chance to play in a league after gradua"They were fun to be around and the able, I couldn't believe it," she said. "Not tion. If the opportunity comes, I may look
players were nice and really let me have a only did the team help promote women's at it."
good time," she added. "' chose Murray athletics, the members also showed that
Until then, you can catch Johnson at a
State mainly because of the people."
they could be tough on the court and could classroom near you trying to bring a bit of
Among Johnson's favorite people are be ladies when they were not on the court. cheer to the people of Murray State.

Music major hopes to return
overseas after graduate school
BY AMY PONDER
AsSOCIATE EDITOR

If Sara Balduf fulfills
her dream after graduation, she may be traveling
a little farther than the
average alumnae to
attend Homecoming festivities.
A senior music major
from Michigan, Balduf
hopes to move to Europe
to work and study after
attending
graduate
school.
1t's a completely different world there, but I
really fit in very well,"
she says when discussing
her three trips to Europe.
"Here in the U.S. we go
to the theater or football
games for entertainment," she said. "In
Europe they go to the
Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
opera or to a concert."
Sara BaJduf, senior voice major, said
Baldufs first trip to she attends Racer footbaJI pmes to
Europe was made with tailgate and socialize with friends.
her high school choir.
experiences Balduf says, "If the
Since arriving in Murray she opportunity knocks on your
has made two additional trips. door take it! I've always been
Two summers ago she trav- very independent and I want to
eled to England, Scotland and live my life fully."
Wales to perform with the
No matter how far away she
Murray State Choir, and last lives, Balduf says there are no
summer she went to Europe boundaries which will keep her
with the Kentucky Institute for from returning to Murray.
International Studies program.
"' know that if I came back
Balduf says she communicat- here without talking to anyone
ed mostly in German while before I returned, there would
studying abroad this summer, be someone bere that I'd want
but her classes were taught in to come see," she said.
English.
"I'll
always
remember
She has plans to take more Campus Lights and All
German classes in graduate Campus Sing, because those
school before taking classes in are two major events that
actual German-language in- Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
struction in Austria or Alpha do," she said, "And I'll
Germany.
never forget the friends I've
Speaking of international made here at Murray State."

Murray native feels strong ties to University
BY AMY PONDER
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

''

Mike Steffey was a likely candidate to be spotted in the
stands cheering the Racers to a
victory over Martin Tennessee.
According to the junior music
education major from Murray,
he hasn't missed a Murray
State home football game since
he came to the University.
After playing two years in the
marching band, he says he
attends the games now to socialize with
friends more than anything else.
Football games are not the only place
Steffey's face might be seen on campus. He
can often be found at the National
Scouting Museum's Gateway Park, where
he helps students, Boy Scout troops and
even companies build trust in his favorite
place: the outdoors.
Steffey takes groups through a high- and
low-rope course which he says is "difficult
enough for adults, but easy enough for children."
He says the job was perfect for him as
someone who loves kids and had spent the

"I think there's a lot here
that people don't know about.
I have many memories tied to
You can drive just a few hours
and go to some beautiful rock
the University and to the
formations," said Steffey who
surrounding areas such as the
enjoys outdoor sports such as
repelling and rock climbing.
Land Between the Lakes.
"I'm into the kind of sports
where I don't compete with anyone but myself," Steffey said
Mike Steffey
with a chuckle.
He explained that his
uncompetitive nature may be
less of an asset in the future if
summer working as a YMCA camp counhe
vies
for
orchestra spots or other music
selor in Branson, Mo.
positions.
Steffey also works in the School
Steffey has played in both the jazz and
Relations Office, and enjoys giving tours of
pep
bands at Murray State. His current
campus, which as a Murray native, he is
interest is in orchestra which he notes is
especially proud of.
He said a weighing factor on his decision slowly catching on in the South.
Memories made in the "Campus Lights,"
to attend Murray State as a freshman was
the reputation of Murray's music depart- in his music fraternity, and on a trip to the
OVC championship with the pep band, will
ment.
However, he admits another influence be just a few highlights which will draw
tugging at his heart was simply that, biro back to MSU after graduation.
"Murray is home."
"I have many more memories tied to the
Steffey believes that many students University and to the surrounding area
don't realize all the outdoor recreational such as Land Between the Lakes where I
activities that western Kentucky offers.
spend a great deal of time," Steffey said.

''

Danny VowellNisual Editor
Mike Steffey, junior from Murray, has not missed a home footbaJI
game during his three years on campus.
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Friendship Connection helps Dillon publishes study on
international, U.S. students broadcast collaboration
the International Friendsnip
Connection takes the edge off
students coming from foreign
Remember the very first day countries.
o{ your freshman year of colIt also is designed to give
lege. Remember the horror of them an opportunity to learn
being lost and not knowing American culture, and to teach
anyone, eating alone in their own cultures to AmerWinslow and walking by your- ican students.
self. Now imagine facing these
"For the ones it has helped,
same challenges as an interna- International
Friendship
tional student.
Connection gives them an
A few years ago, the opportunity to learn cultu.re on
International Student Office, a one-on-one basis," Chaverri
also called NASH House, cre- said. "It is hard for an internaated a program called the tional student to go up to an
International Friendship Con- American and vice versa. Plus,
nection.
it reduces misconceptions.''
Headed by Isis Chaverri, the
The first step for internainternational student adviser, tional students at Murray
BY CHRISTINE H ALL

REPORTER

State is to take a class called
International Orientation 079.
In the class the students are
asked various questions about
their hobbies, what they want
to learn about American culture and what they want
American students to learn
about them.
American
students
at
Murray can take a similar
class called Current Trends
and Issues in Community
Service Programs or YAA 290.
The students must complete
15 hours of community service
as a requirement for the class,
and they can choose to take
part in the 'Friendship
Connection.

Bookstore expands MSU

items into local·stores
store will order the amount • "Everybody used to buy
the store wants, even if it is them (items) here and they
under the order requirement. were really enthusiastic about
The University Bookstore If the store does not sell the it," Vaughn said.
has established a program in items, the bookstore will buy
When the stores set the
conjunction with local clothing back the items and attempt to
prices,
the University gets a
stores to sell Murray State sell it on campus.
10
percent
licensing fee from
University apparel.
Stores participating in the profit which comes back to
The agreement was estab- Murray are Dennison-Hunt
the store.
lished eight months ago when Sporting Goods, The Edge and
President Kern Alexander told Bookmark.
Vaughn said he thought the
Jack Vaughn, director of the
There are also stores in clothing stores in Murray had
University Bookstore, that he Mayfield, Benton, Owensboro, a fairly good chance of being
wanted to give the University Paris, Tenn., and Clarksville, successful at selling the mermore exposure.
Tenn., interested in selling chandise because they are
stores where people already
Vaughn went to interested MSUitems.
stores in Murray and gave a
The interest in the items has come to purchase clothing.
The University is now in the
presentation.
created a new staff position for
The companies may now the bookstore. A representa- stage of officially licensing the
approve, establishing a 90-day tive now travels to stores to Murray State merchandise.
trial period for the stores to make presentations and coor- Vaughn said it will take
t~st the merchandise's selling
dinate getting the orders to between nine months and a
year to be licensed.
appeal.
_
the stores.
"It gives Murray State more
All the stores that have been
The stores will have no limiexposure
and that's the key,"
tations on how much merchan- involved have been happy and
Vaughn
said.
dise they can order. The book- excited about the program.
BY JAKE BURGESS

ST~FF WIITD

dVeon !Beach

BY BEN KELLAMS
REPORTER

One word describes the radio
and television broadcasting
industry today-collaboration.
In a recent study written by
John Dillon, media theory professor, and published in the
Radio and Television News
Director's Communicator, collaborative television and radio
news operations are becoming
the norm throughout the
United States.
In the past year, several
broadcasting titans have
emerged because of a rising
need to downsize labor and
increase efficiency.
Dillon said the needs of major
companies have created a
"merger fervor" that encompasses
deals
like
the
Westinghouse buyout of CBS
and the merger of Time Warner
and Turner Broadcasting
Company.
Dillon is also concerned about
workers who fall victim to
downsizing, and of the need for
aspiring journalists to have a
variety of skills in order to
avoid layoffs.
"I see the worker of tomorrow
being less and less print or
broadcast and being a little of
both," Dillon said.
As for the consumer, the
quality of news diversity will
decrease as companies cut
back in the work force.
Instead of two reporters
doing the same story for different stations, one will do the
story for a new, consolidated
station, removing differing
views represented by multiple
reporters.
A single view is not beneficial to the consumer, but it presents a greater profit margin
for the broadcasting company.
Dillon concluded that business interests will eventually
prevail and money will be the

Gwen Dyas/ Staff
john Dillon, professor of m edia theory, has published a study out·
lining the collaborat io n among media giants.

driving force behind broadcasting companies in the near
future.'
He has had studies published
regularly in communication
journals over the last 10 years.
The majority of Dillon's work
has been about the socialization of journalist.
"I do a lot of work on the
background of journalists,
working conditions and people's views toward journalists,"
Dillon said.
Besides completing research,
Dillon teaches in the department of journalism and mass
communications, where he bas
been a staff member since

1984.
He serves as the faculty
adviser for the Society for
Collegiate Journalists (SCJ), as
well as the adviser for MSU
TV-11.

Currently, Dillon is co-producing a half-hour televised
forum which will focus on the
relationship between local
news media and law enforcement.
The forum will air on TV-11
or as a special edition of
NewsMakers
in
early
November.
It is co-sponsored by SCJ and
the Alpha Epsilon Rho society
for broadcast journalists.

THE SISTERS OF

Tanning Salon

ALPHA DELTA PI

812 Witnell Ave • Behind Bel-Air Shopping Center

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THEIR NEWEST DELTA MEMBERS

753-3333
Good
Luck
Racers
1 Month
Unlimited

$35
Glamour Shots
October 11,12 and 14
Deposit of $14.95 is
required by October 7.

Coming
Soon ...
New Mini
Storage
Buildings

With Coupon
On Any Supre, Rio,
Utopia or Bravo Products

RIANN ALDRICH
HEATHER ANDERSON
SUSAN BARTHOLOMEW
ELUAEETHBLANKENSHW
SHAWN BROWN
GINA CAMEROTA
HOLLY CARTER
Ra ANN CARVER
ASHLEY CLEAVER
MELISSA CORN
MARIANNE D' ALTILIO
RACHEL DIXON
AMY DUCK
KRISTINA DUVALL
KATIE GOLDEN
BECKY GOERTZ
AMANDA GRAVEEN
JENIFER GUFFY
JILL HEILIG
LORI HENSON
GINGERIDCKS
KELLY KOSCHIER
KRISTEN KUMIGA
HEATHER LACEY

JENNIFER LANGDON
MELANIE LEATHERS
MOLLY LITILEFIELD
ASHLEE McDANIEL
KARl McDONNOUGH
MIRANDA MERCER
ALISON MONROE
ROBIN PAYNE
BRANDI PETERSON
KATHLEEN PHELAN
JENNIE POWERS
REBECCA RODGERS
EMILY SHIPP
LYNDSIE SCHUTTE
PANDA SIGLER
MELISSA SLAY
KELLISMITH
SUSAN STANLEY
ASHLEY TABLOR
SHANNON WALKER
GINA WELDON
AMY WORTHEN
LEIGHAWOLF
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Residential colleges build
communication efforts

I

GETTING READY

Slone said that production of
the paper was fairly easy but
distribution to commuter residents was a challenge.
"We have 250 residents and
750 commuters and we can't

routers really know what is
going on with Residential
Colleges," Slone said. "I think
To increase student involvethey
hear
the
words
ment in Residential Colleges
'Residential Colleges' and they
don't pay attention because
the Office of Student Affairs,
they think that
RC
heads
and college
residential colleges are just
councils are
' ' "I don't think a lot of commuters really know
making
for the people
what is going on with Residential Co/leges ... they
living in the
efforts
to
residential
i ncrease
don't pay attention because they think that resicommunicahalls.
dential co/leges are just for the people living in ' '
t ion within
"So we
the residential halls.
the colleges.
want to close
the communiD
o
n
cation
gap.
Robertson,
Jeff Slone
We're all in
vice presithis together,"
dent
of
he said.
Student
RC offiAffairs, has
given faculty heads several mail out 750 newsletters," he cials are optimistic that they
suggestions for communication added. "The cost of postage will be able to get students
within the colleges.
alone would kill us. So we used interested enough to become
"'t is up to each college what the space we have. reserved in involved in the Residential
activities they want to do," the Murray Ledger and Times Colleges.
1
'We're going to have to
Robertson said. "The ideas to remind commuters to come
which have been talked about by and pick up their newslet- actively pursue .them," Cella
said. "With so many commuters
the most are doing an in house ter."
newsletter or maybe even proElizabeth College Council is in the residential college I'm
ducing an in house radio sta- considering using television to sure there are a lot who would
tion. The residential colleges help get information to stu- be willing to get involved but
we're going to have to make the
can do whatever they want, dents.
we're just trying to give them
"If you get information effort."
together and give it to TV 11
some suggestions."
Robertson said he hopes that
Most of the colleges are still they will air it for you. So we're the communication efforts
evaluating which options would looking at 9oing that," said made within the colleges will
be the most practical and effec- Christy Sivia, president of provide more activities for stutive for both on campus resi- Elizabeth College.
dents to become involved in by
Both colleges said they also providing them with opportunidents and commuters.
A few colleges have attempt- planned on having the on-cam- ties they might not otherwise
ed to produce a newsletter to pus residents call commuter get to experience.
get information to students.
students to help keep them
The faculty heads have been
"We put out 'o ur first newslet- informed about college activivery supportive of student proter last week," Jeff Slone, pres- ties.
posals for improved communi·
The RC heads and councils
ident of Clark College said. "We
cation
within colleges.
have an editor and a committee acknowledge that their efforts
"If students are interested in
to get information to comof students producing it."
doing
something I want them
"Right now we're putting out muters will have a big effect on
to
have
the chance," Ron Celia,
a newsletter bimonthly but we whether or not the commuter
Hester
College faculty head
hope to eventually get to the students become involved with
said.
"I'm
supportive of any reapoint where we can put it out residential colleges.
sonable
activity."
weekly," he said.
"' don't think a lot of comBY SARAH WIGHT

AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

October 4, 1996

Seth Dixon/Staff
Patrick Compton, president of Richmond College, gets a helping hand from James I. Schempp, •
faculty head of Elizabeth College, on the Residential College float Monday In the Quadrangle.

Governor forms Education
Task Force to cut duplications
BRIAN HENSON
VOLUNTEER

In an effort to upgrade the state's universities
and increase college attendance, Gov. Paul
Patton recently announced the initiation of the
Commission on Higher Education, Institutional
Efficiency and Cooperation.
The newly-created force will be composed primarily of Kentucky university presidents and
outside experts.
One of the main purposes of this task force is
to cut duplications in state colleges and universities.
This would mean that certain programs in
several institutions throughout the state would
be cut to free dollars for other more needed or
uncommon areas of study in these schools.
As a way to compensate for the problem of
traveling long distances for certain programs of

study, the Commission has proposed a
"Commonwealth University," which would pool
several courses and be accessible via television
or the Internet.
Another concern of the program would be
overhauling the electronic library system at
Murray State and other schools in the
Commonwealth.
"We (the University) wilt be in good shape on
that (the electronic library}," said Don
Robertson, vice president of student affairs.
"We'd like to have it where you could sit down
in business class and access the Library of
Congress."
Final results on studies concerning efficiency
of the state universities should be completed by
the end of the calendar year.
A special session of the General Assembly is
expected to follow the Commission'sleadon this
issue.

You vvant to be the first to _________

Macintosh. More fiexible than ever.
We dof1't know how you'll fill in the blank. That's why we make Macintosh·
computers so flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do.
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac· makes it even easier to do it. How do you
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave . ocour mark.
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STUDIES
Continued from Page 1

when necessary and review the
program every six years.
The changes take effect
immediately, allowing students to choose from the old
general education requirements or from the new
University Studies plan.
The University is also planning · workshops for faculty
from each department to tell
them about the changes so
they can advise students
accordingly. Student mentors
will be consulted as well about

Green
Purple
H/C
M/C
White

32
34

REEVES
Continued from Page 1

ties and calls different record
labels.
On top of all of that, Reeves
recently began hosting an

the changes.
"We want to preserve the
quality of our liberal arts program,"
said
University
President Kern Alexander.
The Committee's recommendations for University Studies
will change the bachelor of science requirements to include
nine hours of communication
and basic skills, nine hours of
humanities and fine arts, 10 to
12 hours of science and mathematics and nine soci.al science
hours.
The Committee also changed
the name of IDC to World
Civilizations and Cultures.

The bachelor of arts program
will now consist of six hours of
communication and basic skills
and 12 hours of humanities
and fine arts.
Additionally, science and
mathematics will be combined
into one category requiring
seven to nine hours. The
remainder of the requirements
include nine hours of a social
science and 12 hours of foreign
language.
The Committee was formed
last fall by Booth to look a the
general education program,
which had not been examined
or changed since the 1970s.

entertainment segment for TV11.
The show airs on "The
Source" on Tuesday nights at 6
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. and is five
to 10 minutes long. Although
the segment's direction is still

undetermined, subjects in the
past have included music
reviews, as well as, music
industry news.
"I love what I do," Reeves
said. "I always want a job that
will keep me happy."

PRESIDENT
Continued from Page 1

PARKING
Continued from Page 1

parking lots for safety.
''Proactive students are not
on1y recognizing the problem ,
but are coming up with measures to possibly solve the

He added that if anyone
problem," Somerville-said.
The University has a stand- believes they have a solution to
ing committee on parking the parking problem he would
headed by Faculty Senate like to hear their suggestions.
"I really hope people stiU
President James Willis that
place more value on receiving
has not met this semester.
Somerville said he plans to the best education they can
organize a committee of stu- and not better parking," he
dents to examine the problem. said.

life. For two years she called Regents her home.
Ross experienced Regents as it changed from all
girls to co-ed and now she is part of the transition from residence halls to residential colleges.
"It's an honor to be part of something this big,"
said Ross.
One of her responsibilities as a residential col-

A~n a.:n.d A r P - Tha.:n.ks :Cor a. great time b1..1ildi:n.g
the H'omecoming Float - Love. the sisters of A:EA

lege president is to get people involved.
"Part of the purpose of a residential college
system is to allow more people to feellik~ they're
part of something, Ross said. "The first week I
went door to door explaining my position and
telling students about other positions that were
available to become involved."
After graduation in May this year, Ross plans
to find employment, and eventually return for
graduate studies.

The sisters of A"LA say thanks to our Sig Ep Coaches.
We had a great time.
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"Cooked the way you'd cook it"

Univer~ity

10°/o discount witl1

MSU ID.
641 S. Bel Air Center
Murray

Bookstore

753-0440

WELCOMES ALL
ALUMNI, PARENTS,
.AND STUDENTS
TO

MURRAY
STATE!
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THANKS
FOR A GREAT TIME AT

WATERMELON
BUST!I
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Crazy For You!

r

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACf
DALE JUUAN
STEPHEN KEENE

762-2227

CAMPUS UGHTS rS presented by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota.
Proceeds rorsed lrom L~e ~how oenefil CAMPUS UGHTS scholorstups.
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Power Macintosh· 5400

Color StyteWriter• 2500

.Apple C.mpuaSoftwaN hck

PoU'(!rPC''603~1120Milz/J6MB RAM

J20x360dpi
On~v $341

Only $164 Ot-er 12 so[tuure hlfes
riu:ludaiforallyourshidenlnmi5.
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Friendship in the
Age of AIDS
Two fraternity men ...They
never thought HIV
happened to people like
them, until one of them
became HIV positive. Come
see the touching, hysterical,
and Important program that is
shaping the collegiate
response to AIDS nationwide
and helping people like you
make the difference in the
fight against HIV.

•'

October 8 at 7 P.M.

Lovett Auditorium

Save $100 on an Apple pri nter
when you buy a Mac.
Universit y Bookstore
Murray State Uni versity
M- Th 8- 8 , F 8-9, Sat 9-9 , Sun l - 4pm
502-762-4:388

http://wwvv . liillrsuky. edu/public/store/store2. h

F ree one - year App 1 e vva rrant y .
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Audltlonees should be prepared to sing A song of your choice,
(accompanist provided) and should be prepared to read from script
and learn a simple dance routine. Any MSU student may audition.
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WVE,
MSU SORORITIES

A

Oct. 14 & 15
6 to 8 p.m.
Farrell Recital Hall
Price Doyle Fine Arts

r

A

L\

will be

767-9613

A
I:
A

for the 60th ArumaI Production of

George and Ira Gershwin's

Monday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sunday
1-4 p.m.

n

AUDITIONS

C}JMPUS' LIGHTS

STORE HOURS

1.6C'HI8X CD·RO.II!/5~display

A

ArP's & AJ:.A's,
It's been fun
working on our
Homecoming
float!!
Love,
The Sisters of

AMI
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COLLEGE LIFE

Greeks host alumni events
By kATIE THOMAS
SENIOR STAff WRITER

a.otlltr. ,.,uut~c:u

"Run for the RacersA 5-kllometer
begins in fropt of Carr Health, Entry fe~ i$
$15,
awarded to top finisher iQ each age
group. For more information, call $herri Gallimore at
762-()791.

Dedication and tours of Sigma Chi Chapter 1-lou~Q. ,

14th and Hughes $tree~s.

Tau Kappa Epsilon Afumni Welcome. Shoney>s Inn,
Murray,· For TKE reunion Information, call VlnPent
Pappalardo at 1·800·441·9350 or Patti Jones at
1·800-158·8510.

Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni Reunion/Open House.·
For reunion information. call Jennifer Wilson at
856·3315 or 753·6157.
Homecoming Parade. Features Grand Marshaland
the MSU Racer Band. Begins DowntoWn and ends
at 15tl1 and Main Street on campus.
Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion.
AdJacent to Roy Stewart Stadium. Tehts for
R~sldential Colleges, Career Services, SGA, GreekS,
and more. In case of inclement weather, festivities
Will be at the West Kentucky Livestock anet EX~)()Si~l'l
Center on College Farm Road.
Alpha Gamma Delta Alumni Open House.
Alpha Omicron Pi Alumni Reception.
{\tpha Sigma Alpha 50th Anniven;ary Ceremony.

.

'

Homecoming 1996 is here
and the reunions, receptions
and banquets have begun,
especially for the Greek al~m
ni.
This year's Homecoming
events include everything from
the Sigma Chi house dedication
ceremony to golf tournaments.
Almost every Greek chapter,
past and present, will have
alumni events throughout the
weekend.
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Tonight at 7 there is a dedication ceremony for the new
chapter house, located at the
corner of 14th and Hughes
streets.
Saturday morning at 7:30
a.m. at Murray High School,
there will be a breakfast for
present Sigma Chis and alumru.

Sigma P hi Epsilon
Fra ternity
Sigma Phi Epsilon will begin
Homecoming activities with an
alumni reception tonight at 7
p.m. at the fraternity bouse.
Saturday, a cookout is
planned for all alumni and
their families at 11 a.m. at the
fraternity house. Mter the
game, there will be a dinner
and a dance in Metropolis, Ill.,
for active members and alumni.

Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity
Alpha Gamma Rho will host
an alumni open house on
Saturday morning after the
Homecoming parade until
game time at 1:30 p.m. Light
refreshments will be served.
Alumni, their families and
chapter members are invited.
Sigma Pi Fraternity
Sigma Pi will begin its alum·
ni events Saturday morning at
7 a.m. at the fraternity house
with a brotherhood breakfast.
From 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
they will hold a tailgate party
in the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot for alumni and
chapter members. At 5:30p.m.
Saturday night, Sigma Pi will
host a cookout at the house for
alumni, their families and
chapter members.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity
Lambda Chi Alpha is planning a golf tournament today at
noon in Mayfield.Chapter members and alumni are invited.
Tonight at 6 p.m. there will be
a reception and Saturday, a
cookout is planned for noon at
the Lambda Chi Alpha house.
There will also be a dance at 9
p.m. Saturday night at the fraternity house.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity
Friday at 7 p.m. there is a

gathering for Tau Kappa
Epsilon alumni at Shoney's Inn
of Murray.
On Saturday at noon, the Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
Alumni
Reunion will begin in the alumni association tent at Tent City.
A social hour and dinner will
begin at 6:30p.m. at Shoney's
Inn.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sorority
Alpha Sigma Alpha will host
its reunion/open house begin·
ning at 9 a.m. on Saturday
morning as part of its 50th
anniversary celebration. An 11
a.m. anniversary ceremony will
be held at the Murray Woman's
Club. Reunion festivities will
also be held at Tent City.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alumni Banquet will begin at 6
p.m. in the Curris Center large
ballroom, followed by a dance
at 9 p.m. at Murray Country
Club
Alpha Phi Sorority
The Alpha Phi Homecoming
Brunch, Zeta Zeta chapter, will
begin at 10:30 a.m. at the
Faculty Club located at 309 N.
14th St.
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi, celebrating 100 years of sisterhood, will
have its alumnae reception

t() Autograph Signing. Men's 1996-9? Basketball

team will sign autographS in SGA/Greek Ae~~~~Al
r'"UOI~t>

Tent.

Epsilon Afurrini Reuoton.·Aiumni
'.' ~w~*"A:ssb16iation Tent at Tent Gity.
""

~

Bv BRANDl WILLIAMS

graduates have come from
this school and they chose

RfPORTER

me.>~

~-

Homecoming pre~game festivities. Roy Stewart
Stadtum. locludes crowning Homecoming Queen.

o1

Homecoming Game.
Murray State vs. Austin Peay. "'

Sigma ·Alpha Alumnl JDance,
'

1935 graduate, former football

<

Jon Lowry/Graphics

Manager

What does a person have to
do to become the grand marshal at the Murray State
Homecoming parade?
Judging by the accomplishments of this year's choice, a
great deal.
J.D. "Stumpy" Rayburn will
serve as the grand marshall for
this year's parade.
"It shocked me," Rayburn
said. "So many outstanding

Rayburn, a 1935 gradu·
ate, played football at
Murray State while earning his bachelor degree.
Then he moved to what is
now known as Vanderbilt
University to do his grad- J.D
uate work.
He began his teaching career
in Wheatcroft. After coaching
there for two years, he moved
on to teaching and coaching

~layer

with light refreshments at Tent
City beginning at 11 a.m.
Saturday.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sorority
The Alpha Gamma Delta
Alumnae Brunch will be from
11 a.m to 1 p.m. Saturday at
the Alpha Gam house. The
Alpha Gams will be celebrating
the
their chapter's recent
Alpha Gamma Delta Five Star
Chapter award for the 19951996 school year.
The award is based on outstanding achievement in scholarship, membership, building
pledge retention, campus visibility and standards. This is
the highest honor an Alpha
Gamma Delta chapter may
receive.
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
The Alpha Delta Pi Alumnae
Breakfast Banquet will be
Saturday morning at 8:30 a.m
at the sorority house. Sorority
members will view the parade
from the front yard of the
house and all alumnae are
invited to visit the house
before and after the football
game.
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority
The Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alumni Brunch will be
Saturday from 11 a.m until 2
p.m at the sorority house.

hosts parade

duties at Clay and
Providence high
schools.
In 1966, Rayburn
became
student
teacher coordinator at Murray
State.
He
remained in this
RAYBURN
position until his
retirement in 1977.
Not only did his career keep
him busy, Rayburn also served
on the Murray State Alumni
Council and held a position as

its president for one year.
In 1989, Rayburn was given
the Golden Horseshoe Award
for his service to Murray State.
"This was another great
honor/' Rayburn said, "It
meant a lot to me."
Rayburn has spent most of
his life involved with Murray
State and over the years he has
seen many changes.
"Times
ba ve
changed,"
Rayburn said, "But you must
change with the times."

free Netscape"' 2.02 Personal Edition • free Technical Support • free Personal Web Page • ~o~ld ~ide Web Access • Unlimited World Wide E-Mail
$25/month Unlimited Access • Same Day Act1v1vatwn
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1.800.500.4084
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• 1158jefferson St, Paducah,KY

Campus home to
Western Kentucky Ida
'l'be ....... ,...,.
tiona auc:h .. ltn aor,teDiaa
and "Patrel '!'beater,• an inter- IIUMQDI"'dlltlt tlleltraWita
adiw eoaputer pme where lOth annivenary in the
He tella stories and jokes._ vilitRa ....,... the identitiee M'UI'I'AJ area. Davia said that
give~ directiona and wean a Of Cllll ftl eight cbaracters and around 20,000 people visit the
full dreaa uniform. He even help find a misaing child by DlUMWil each year.
snores. Too bad he can't usiq keypad commands at
-rhen'• a lot to keep pur
breathe.
their seats.
eyea and~ on,• he aaltl
BY SttEWY STUET
l&oua

He's Murray the robot, the
Adults may prefer the •step
maacot for the Nadotlal Back in Time• exhibit or -&out
Scoutm, Museum, 1~ on Clips," a touch-screen display
campus.
of short excerpts from the
The scouting m~ offers museum's collection of histori·
a wide variety of illteractive cal ftlms including footap of
displays to divert J'OUI' atten- old jamborees, sc:out war ..,..
tion for a while this homec:om- vice activities and oJd tefevWon
iq.
commercials.
"'We have thouaande and
New additiona include a featbQqf&llda of scouting arti- ture on the Order of the Arrow,
,.._.. aaid Roy Davia, interim an honor campers' aociety and
director of the museum.
•A Good Turn for UDde Sam:
The museum also contains 56 Boy Scouts on the Homefront
orilinal Norman ;Rockwell 1941-1945."
paintinp, whlch maba it the
For tbe more adventuneome,
I8CODd largest collection of hie Gateway Part.; a teams and
paintinp in the world.
coune, often 19 eleChildren may en.i9Y atti'ac·
ehalleup.
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Sperath to
serve as
V.P. for
Kentuclty
MuseuJDS
BY'NAT.WE PEEK
llf!maa

Albert Sperath, director of
the Univerei., an ,.Ueriea
located at the Price DO;Jo fine
Arta Builclini and ~ ~
Center, w88 recently elecW at
the Kentucky Association of
}(1.J,JI8Uml annual eonfereilee to
aerv.e 88 vice president for 1be
organization for the next ~
yean.
~ hae been 88aociated
with the KAM for 20 years,
holding the poaition of site host
ila 19M wbaD the KAM conferplua ill Murrv and

!!!!.t.oak
JWtri»'

~·-_.Due"ad

....edtclDe." In -

ahiba'-

people come in comact with
aucJa raritiel aa a Mftll·fOcR
ftiMifOocl SWaway piaao man·
1du:tured hl18'72, a 1905 ·wed·
cHDi drela, U 1870 editiGD of

Gray's Anatomy ~ a moon·
shine still confiscated in
Calloway County by ~tuclty
not the only muaeum on cam- State Po!iee in 1972.

Althouch U. aeoutial mU~~e
um ia the better Jm-.., it il

The ezbibit allo feature. ia a
The. Wrather Weet Kentucky political buUoa collection
~ highlight. •
aocial, which eved iDcludel oae lor the
ealtural and eccmomie develop- election of •Honest Abe"
meDt of Western Kentucky and Lincoln.
the Jacbon Purchaae Area.
Sally Akrandft, manapr of
On permaDent exhibition are Wrather,
aaid
upcomiug
the •Nelson H. Bo&ie Gun ahibita iDelude -sarly Farm
CollectiOD" and a reereaticlll of Ufe," which 8hould be completan old-time barber ahop, com- ed by the ead ofthia month aad
plete with a llttiped berber pole • eollect:loD of hietorical quilts
and mannequinll.
planaed tobe completed by
Other CUI'I'8Dt diapla.J~ January, .
inelude -rbe Ci.U War ill
She l8id that the abibita
Weaqn
KelatlJCiry,• come hill local people to serve
-aeftecticml ot Murray State the local area.
pus.

Even thpugh his
role aa site boat.
clemal)ded organiza~ akilla, 88

•

Vice -President
Sperath's role will

demand
more effort.
"'t's deftuiWy
honor tor tbia
responsibility to
be given to me,"
Sperath said.
Aa viee-prem·
dent, Sperath Will
8D

be reapcmaib]f for
the

orpniziDI

pekers and topthe KAM
dnual
confer~· He will create the JD'OII'8Dl8,
aDd •teave the
·~ 1lP tA ~ .....

kt fer

11,.._.,..

site~te.•

At the end of the
three year period,
a vice president is typically

awUded the

~
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The "Plus" means even more.
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COLLEGE LIFE

He's a Magic Man

Duff peddles tricks
Bv SHELLEY STREET

port my habit," he said.

REPORTER

Duff said he prefer s close-up
magic to stage magic, but he does
both.
"I would much rather watch
David Copperfield do a card trick
or show me his favorite coin trick
rather than see him do all that
crap on stage any day." he said.

Todd Duff has learned through
reading books what most people
don't learn in a lifetime.·
Duff is a magician whose hobby
may one day turn into his career.
Since he was three or four years
Duffs most unique trick is a verold, he's been fascinated by magic
since he started linking paper clips sion of the Chinese Linking Rings
magically for the one-woman audi· designed in the 1800's. He was
ence of his mother. In the past four able to purchase the rings for $10
years he has been peddling his as a used prop from another magisomewhat unusual trade on cam- cian, but the directions for using
pus and as far as North Carolina. them were so complex that it took
He has performed on WPSD· about seven months to perfect.
"Close-up magic takes a little bit
TV's Lion's Club T..elethon and
even taught a magic class to chil- more, I won't say talent, I'll just
dren this summer at Paducah say a little more practice," he said.
Community College.
Duff said his favorite magician is
"I make enough money to sup·

Lance Burton, a Kentucky native
who won an international magi·
cian's award when he was only a
teenager.
Todd Duff, senior
from
Paducah,
de monstrates his
trlck$ter
talent
with some card
t ricks
Tuesday
afternoon In the
lounge of Clark
Residential
College. In addition to card tricks,
Duff also performs
magic stunts with
rings and coins. He
has been Interested in magic since
he was young.

He said he understands the
methods used by the magicians
on television.
"I know exactly what they're
doing, and I almost know it
before they do it," he said.
Duff also has a few tricks of his
own up his sleeve.
"After years of studying, you
get to the point where you can
develop your own kind of things
because you know a couple of
basic moves," he said.
Duff's only problem with magic
seems to be stopping.
"I could just keep doing it all
day,"

Seth Dixon/Staif
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Breakfast
Buffet
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641 South

Puryear, Tenn.
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Dave, Julie, Sabrina, & Tiffany
You guys are great!
(901 )247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
•
Bar open till midnight

it WELCOME HOME

~ A r A ALUMNAE!
~

ArA Alumnae Brunch

~

Saturday
Alpha Gamma Delta House
11 a.m. to I p.m.

~

I

107 N. 12th St.
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STUDY ABROAD WITH MSU
NOW lS THE TIME!
KENTUCKY INSTITUTE FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (KIIS)
HEADQUARTERED AT MURRAY STATE!
CONTACT: MILTON GRIMES, 762-3091 (FH 311)
SUMMER PROGRAMS: MAY- JULY
PROGRAM SITES IN BREGENZ AND SALZBURG, AUSTRIA;
MUNICH, GERMANY; PARIS/ AUTUN, FRANCE;
QUITO, ECUADOR; FLORENCE, ITALY; MORELlA, MEXICO;
AND MADRID/SEGOVIA, SPAIN
MSU FACULTY PARTICIPATING IN:
BREGENZ, AUSTRIA- BARRY BROWN (BUSINESS)
MEG BROWN (GERMAN)
KERI BRYANT (GERMAN)
MORELlA, MEXICO- MIKE WAAG (SPANISH)
PARIS/ AUTUN- SUZANNE KEESLAR (FRENCH)

SEMESTER PROGRAMS OFFERED IN SEGOVIA, SPAIN AND
MORELlA, MEXICO

COOPERATIVE CENTER FOR
STUDY ABROAD (CCSA)
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES:
RON CELLA (7C FACULTY HALL) 762-4532
CELIA WALL (228C WILSON) 762-3171

cc
SA

WINTER BREAK PROGRAMS DEC. 28 - JAN. 8
PROGRAMS SITES IN AUSTRALIA AND
LONDON, ENGLAND ·
MSU FACULTY PARTICIPATING (LONDON):
CRYSTAL COEL (SPEECH)
DAVID BALTHROP (THEATRE)
1OM MILLER (EDUC/PSYCH)
DEADLINE: OCT.18 FOR WINTER!!
SUMMER PROGRAMS MAY - JULY
PROGRAM SITES TN AUSTRALIA, ENGLAND,
HONG KONG, TRELAND, AND SCOTLAND
MSU FACULTY PARTICIPATING (LONDON):
KENNETH TUCKER (ENGLISH)
GENE GARFIELD (POLITICAL SCIENCE)
FALL SEMESTER PROGRAM AT CAMBRIDGE

A TOTAL OF 13 MAJOR FIELDS REPRESENTED!

FALL 1997 SEMESTER IN REGENSBURG, GERMA N Y
MSU FACULTY PARTICIPATING:
LARRY GUIN (FINANCE)
LILA WALDMAN (BUSINESS COMMUNICATION)
DAVID EARNEST (HUMANITIES)

A TOrAL OF 19 MAJOR FIELDS REPRESENTED!

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SEMINARS
VISITS 5 EUR OPEA N COUNTRIES
BOTH WINTER AND SUMMER PROGRAMS AVAILABLE!
CONTACT GARY BROCKWAY (409 BB) 762-6202

PLUS 6 CREDIT HOURS IN GERMAN LANGUAGE!
AL~

I~

~~~&ft~~ga~~&ft~~
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q..........

to our
~~c~
Dedicated Advertising Volunteers!

PROGRAMS, ESPECIALLY SEMESTER PROGRAMS:
INFORMATION, DEADUNES, APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE FROM LINDA BARTNIK
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
762-4152
OR FROM CAMPUS CONTACTS ABOVE!

SEMESTER OR YEAR-LONG EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIA,
COSTA RICA, ENGLAND; FINLAND,
FRANCE, JAPAN, AND KENYA

SBJ

COLLEGE LIFE

Dunker plays
Bv JENNIFER POTIER
AssiSTANT CoLLEGE LIFE

EotToa

Commonly known as Dunker, the
Murray State mascot, Jeff Piskos is moving in new circles with a new costume and
a new job.
Piskos, senior from Paris, Tenn., said
Murray State purchased a new Dunker
costume this summer, but he has been
waiting for the right time to unveil it.
"Saturday at 2:30 p.m., the new suit will
be revealed!" he said.
The head is the same style, but the body
has undergone a transformation, bulking
up Dunker with bigger shoulders, biceps
and chest.
Piskos said the suit is less comfortable
because of the padding for the more muscular look, but it is better with the legs
built in to the suit.
"The whole suit is made together," he
said. "In the old suit, the legs were just
pads. By the time I danced around a little,

o~

bigger fields

they had slouched down and didn't even
look like a horse's legs."
"Dunker's even got a butt now," he said.
"It is bad."
Piskos's experiences as Dunker have
opened new doors for him. He was recently
hired as mascot for the St. Louis
Stampede, an arena football team.
"The mascot is TD the Horse and it looks
a lot like Dunker," he said.
Piskos began as mascot for the team
halfway through their season which runs
from April through.August.
He mascots for the Stampedes on weekends and at home games. If they have a
winning season, he hopes to be able to
travel with the team to away games.
"It is really just like a paid weekel)d in
St. Louis for me," he said.
Piskos enjoys being a mascot because he
likes to be out there for the crowd. More
than keeping him in shape, the job also
enables him to stay involved in Murray

Trainer keeps football
team in tip-top shape
Bv BRANDt WautAMS
REPOITR

Gwen Dyas/staff
jeff Plskos, senior from Paris, Tenn., will
unveil Dunker's new suit on Saturday.

State activities.
"I just love making people smile," he
said. "Before the game I'm hanging my
bead thinking 'Oh, I've got to go out there,'
but as soon as I see someone smile I feel
great. That is the best reward."

For freshman Melanie Leathers, caring fqr the Murray
State Football team is more than a job and a lot of work. It ia
alSO a prelude to her planned career as a nurse or physical
therapist.
"You have to have a lot of dedication," she said, "but it pays
off later on."
Leather's duties as athletic trainer are helping, preventing,
and watehing for injuries. She also keeps water bottles and
towels available so the players will not get dehydrated.
"The number one priority is to make sure the athletes are
able to ~rform at their best," Melanie said.
While in high school, her biology teacher told her about
some physical therapists who were looking for people intMested in the medical f1eld, and Leathers worked in physical
therapy fot" a year .
"Working in physiCal training helped me a lot because a lot
of things are the same; she said.
~TRAINEI/68

Congratulates the winners of the 1996
Watermelon Bust

1st Place ALA
2nd Place Ar~
3rd Place A~TI

Help
the
Environment

We would also like to thank the following sponsors for all their help:

Sound Wave Productions, Hair Studio, Cheri Theaters,
Zax, Jay's Construction Co.-- Mayfield Inc.,
Allison Photography, D&T Foods,
& the Murray Fire Dept.

For more information on how to recycle on campus
please call the Recycling Line 762-3183.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery

FREE Concerts
Lovett Auditorium
Dukes of
Dixieland

Korean Folk
Ensemble

Oct. 13

Oct. 15

3:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

753-6666

United States Air Force
Band of Flight

Now accepting declining balance
after 9 p.m. Carry-out or delivery.

Oct. 16

Bp.m .
MSU Students with 1.0.

. RACER SPECIAL

Large one topping
$6.98 +Tax
Welcome Alumni and Parents!

WEST WOOD WINES
R
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LIQUORS
WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE
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WEST WOOD AT THE "Y"
PARIS, TN (901) 642-7714
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Bring in this ad and MSU ID for a special
discount on liquor. Homecoming weekend only.

REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE
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Hardesty heads
Trigg Wildcats

TRAINER
Continued from SB

through Career Services that
the job of varsity soccer coach
was open at Trigg County, he
Attempting to juggle class, knew that this could be a terwork, and social activities is a rific chance to do something
daily struggle for most stu- he thought he'd like, a chance
dents, but Dan Hardesty has a to test the water.
strong hold on this demanding
"It's a great opportunity to
situation.
get a job when I get out of
Hardesty, a senior from school," he said.
Owensboro, holds the title of
This opportunity led to a
head coach for the Trigg position Hardesty takes quite
County junior varsity and var- seriously, and being one of the
sity soccer teams.
youngest head coaches in the
Coaching a total of 37 play- state only makes him work
ers, ranging in age from 6th harder to get the acknowlgrade to high school seniors edgement he deserves.
two to four days a week, he
Under Hardesty's leaderspends much of his time on the ship, the soccer team has had
field, but this isn't new to its first three-game winning
Hardesty. His love of soccer streak in the school's short socDanny Vowell! Visual Editor
began years ago.
cer history.
Hardesty Is a hl1h school soccer coach.
After a win over a particularAfter graduation from Apol.lo
High School, he began perfect- ly tough team, Hardesty compete at the level that his fraternity, Lambda Chi
ing his soccer skills, by joining endured the water cooler ritual Owensboro, Louisville, and Alpha.
After graduation, he hopes to
the Soccer Club Team. His every victorious coach must go Lexington teams play at," he
travels on the team took him to through. For Hardesty, this said.
teach political science in a
Hardesty's commitments do high school and coach soccer.
various places, but the experi- winning streak is only the
beginning.
ence was the real journey.
not end with his team. He also His ultimate goal is to coach at
"1 want them to be able to juggles 15 hours of classes, and the collegiate level.
When Hardesty learned
BY NATALIE PEEK

REPORTER

Later on, after she received a
scholarship at Murray State for
athletic training, her best
friend mentioned an opportunity for her to be an athletic
trainer.
He recommended her for it
and when they called, she
accepted.
Right now, Melanie is majoring in nursing, however she is
unsure whether she will train
to be a physical therapist or a
certified athletic trainer.
"I am already considered to
be in the athletic training program. I would just need twenty-two more hours," Leathers
said.
Not only does she spend

much of her time in the training room, she is also a member
of Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
"I also try to be on the sorority softball team and the soccer
team, but most of the time I go
from my classes, to the training
room, to the sorority activities,
and ,.then study," she said.
"It gets very stressful, but it
teaches me a lot about time
management," Leathers said.
She said that the anxiety
does not bother her.
"I am a busybody. I like to be
involved, so it does not bother
me."

a

Homecoming Comedy Concert

James Stephens III

If you experience some ofthe symptoms listed below, our
FREE and CONFIDENTIAL medication research programs
for stress, tension and anxiety may be right for you.
·Irritability, impatience
• Feeling uptight, on edge
• Difficulty concentrating
• Frequent worrying

• Troubled sleep
·Feeling tired, fatigued
• Tension headaches
• Pounding or racing heart

D~ elta

Pi

would like to
extend a warm
welcome to all of ,
our Alumnae
members here for
Homecoming!

FOR SALE $750
Compatible

4-RAM 640MB Hard Drive
WINDOWS 3.1 installed
Color Morutor
CD-ROM
Tape Back up
3.5 &: 5.25 Drivt'5
Thb -ll....ty ...... w1111m!'4. p>d . . - <ttd

Friday, Oct. 4 at 7p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

Alpha

Call John at 753·1905
Nigh IS le•vt • mrssage wtw~ you can b.!
m tr.. d•ytlme.

~c:.lwd

Makg this :J-{omecoming specia[ with
fashions from '1J.1( tj(f[fey
The Craft
I Shot Andy Warhol
Flipper
Tuesday, Oct. 8
Call 753-8084 to reserve your copy!!!

a.rnaa. ._.. wa-1• a.,.... o....

"Last Man Standing" ~

<R>

~·K·KfllEY
305 S. 12th St.
753-7441

-
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•BARGAIN MATINEE'S

Satunlay a SWida,. Ollly
•MSU 1)."10111'8:
1\&e..tay Wedneeday
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MSU prepares for Peay
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Head coach Houston Nutt's all-too-familiar mantra of not taking anyone on his Murray State football team's schedule too lightly has returned as the lOth-ranked Racers host 0-4 Austin Peay
State for MSU's 1996 Homecoming 2:30p.m. Saturday at Stewart.
Stadium.
"Their record doesn't indicate the athletes they have," said Nutt
about the struggling Governors. "Austin Peay could easily be 2-2
or maybe even 3-1 if the ball bounces a certain way or if they don't
have a penalty to stop them. You can't take anybody for granted,
and you've gotta come and play."
And play the 3-1 Racers did in Saturday's 34-7 home romp of
Middle Tennessee State. MSU's offensive line kept quarterback
Mike Cherry untouched until the fourth quarter against MTSU
defensive ends Anthony McCord and Anthony Hicks.
Cherry threw for over 200 yards for the sixth time in his career,
completing 13 of 25 passes for 229 yards and two touchdowns.
both to wide receiver Jesse Jones. Jones had a career-high eight
catches for 169 yards, but the credit goes to the offensive front.
"Our offensive line gave Mike enough time to get rid of the ball,
and we found spots in the zone and took advantage otthem," said
wide receiver Sam Greer, who caught three passes for 30 yards.
Linebacker Ronnie Merritt's
28-yard interception return for
Danny Voweli/Visual Editor
a
touchdown
highlighted Tailback Donald J-!ltson failed
another strong performance by to
escape
this
Middle
the Racer defense, which held Tennessee State tackle, but
MTSU to 86 passing yards on the Racers ran over the Blue
nine completions and just 227 Raiders 34-7 Saturday · at
yards ·of total offense.
Stewart Stadium.

.F rank named interim AIJ
STAFF REPORT

The search for a successor to
former Murray State athletic
director Mike Strickland is
over, at least for the remainder
of the year.
University professor emeritus Dr. Jim Frank was named
interim athletic director Sept.

26 by University personnel and
assumed duties Oct. 1.
"I am pleased that he will
accept that responsibility and
serve as the interim," said
University President Kern
Alexander. "I appreciate his
help."
A spokesperson for the MSU
news bureau said Alexander

was in the process of forming a tees during his teaching career.
committee that will conduct the He was also the adviser for the
search for Strickland's perma- Sigma Delta honor society.
He was recognized in 1986
nent replacement.
Frank earned two degrees with the MSU Board of f. gents
from MSU and has served the Teaching Excellence Award.
Aside from his many career·
University as coordinator of
graduate studies. He also was a based activities, Frank has
part. of many departmental, col- supported athletic activities at
legiate and University commit- the school in many ways a well.

He has served as president of
the MSU Booster Club, the
Thoroughbred Club and the
Racer Athletic Association. He
is also president-elect of the
~" Club and a member of the
MSU Quarterback Club, and
has also been a volunteer ticket
taker for the athletic department.

Racers serve up Bo-wlin's
record by a cing Eva nsville
Bv )ASON YATES
REPoana

The Purple Aces from the
University of Evansville journeyed into Racer Arena
Tuesday night primed for an
upset, but Murray State proved
to have a few aces up its sleeve
while placing head coach
Brenda Bowlin on top of MSU's
all-time victory list with a 1015, 15-6, 15-3, 15-13 win.
The Racers (13-6) started the
contest sluggishly and dropped
the first game. However, the
Racer bench started to take
over, led at first by Krista
Shumard, ~ho sparked MSU to
the first nine points of the second game.
Shumard, a freshman outside hitter, had an impressive
.500 hitting percentage and
added 12 kills, second to sophomore Stephanie Diebold's total
of 17.
"I just want go out there and
play," said Shumard, a native
of Stewardson, lll. "My only
goal is to he) p the team win
anyway I can."
With the match tied at one
game apiece and game three
tight at 5-3, junior Melissa
DeRan served up 10 straight
points to give MSU a 2-1 lead.
The Freemont, Ohio native's
unique serve kept the Aces ofT
balance during MSU's 10-point

time winningest coach.
"I am not really into records,
but if you have to have one, I
figure the career wins leader is
a pretty good one," Bowlin said.
"It is definitely an honor."
"Coach Bowlin has had a
tremendous impact on our program," said DcRan of her
coach. "She works real hard on
and off the court and is dedicated to bettering our team."
After a split of road games
against Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky Friday and
Saturday, respectively, the
Racers' conference record
stands at 4-2 as they enter a
vital part of their schedule.
MSU's next three games are
on the road against conference
foes Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m.
Friday in Cookeville, Middle
Tennessee State at 2 p.m.
Saturday in Murfreesboro, and
Southeast Missouri State at 7
Tuesday
in
Cape
Danny VoweliNisual Editor p.m.
Girardeau.
O utside hitter Melissa DeRan (left) and middle hitter Liz Hettman converge for a block during the
"These upcoming road games
Racers' four-set win over Evansville Tuesday in Racer Arena:
are very important, but we are
run. DeRan, who stands 10 feet ther back. It is a big factor in hitting and Melissa's serve use to being on the road," said
behind the baseline before the success of my serve."
were huge lifts."
Bowlin. "'We just have to take
delivering her serve, explained
Bowlin was very pleased with
The pesky Purple Aces would one game at a time."
that her serve is combination of the tandem's efforts.
not go down easily as they built
Shumard agreed with her
practice and natural ability.
"We do not intentionally n 10-4 lead in game four before coach on the importance of the
"I have always had a floater come out sluggish , but some- wilting under MSU's pressure next three games.
serve," said DeRan, who tallied times we do," Bowlin said. and falling 15-13.
"If we do not win these
three aces during the match. ..Krista and Melissa made 1ln
The victory was Bowlin's matches, our chances at the
..When I arrived at Murray, I immediate impact when they 79th, pushing her in front of conference championship are
gradually worked myself fur- . came off the bench. Krista's Oscar Segovia as MSU's all· low," she said.

Men's club setting on fourth campaign ·
8Y )ASON YATES
REPORTER

The men's volleyball club took to the
court for its fourth year of competition
starting with the team's first tryout session Sept. 26 in the Carr Health
Building.
The squad has participated in many
highly
competitive
tournaments
throughout the area. The team is a
member of the Gateway Region, which

includes squads from St. Louis, president. "Our only expenses are tourMemphis and Louisville, among other nament entry fees, which usually cost
locations. Southern Illinois University around $80, and travel expenditures."
in Carbondale is the nearest scheduled
In 1994 the club enjoyed its most suctournament for this year.
cessfu'l campaign, highlighted by a trip
Since men's volleyball is not an to the national meet in Massachusetts.
NCAA-sanctioned sport at Murray
"The entire tournament consisted of
State, the club is primarily self-sufli- approximately 400 teams," Anderson
cient for money.
said. "We placed sixth in the men's sil"Most of the club's money is provided ver flight out of 50 entries."
The club allows its members to interby fund-raisers such as a car wash,"
said Andy Anderson , volleyball club jed strategies for the matchf>-'1 through a

team coaching concept.
"During our inaugural year, we used a
coach," said Anderson, a holdover from
the first season. "Since then, we have
found it beneficial to use the team concept. It gives our players a chance to get
involved."
Tryouts are being held over the next
couple of weeks and signs should be
posted throughout the campus. If you
have any questions concerning the club,
call Andy Anderson at 767 ·9623.

Sounds of slle n t
Stewart Stadium,
s tudents spook y
W h e n
Spo rts
ESPNbrings
its "College T alk
Football
Gameday"
pregame
show to college campuses across the
country, college
students who
worship
MikE
their football
0HSTROM
team flock to
Sports
Editor
the stadium
sometimes
nine hours before their team
even takes the field just to
show their support. - and get on
television.
Guess what, Murray State
students: You have free access
to watch a winning football
team in person with yqur Racer
ID card!
While that offer might make
most football enthusiasts paint
their face and hoot and holler,
the participation at Stewart
Stadium for Racer home football games by the student section (not to mention the paid
attendance) has been pitiful.
It scares me to think MSU
fans could have alieady forgotten how fun a football game
can be: to marvel at the beauty
of a 60-yard pass spiraling into
the arms of a diving receiver; to
celebrate a quarterback sack, a
long touchdown run or a devastating collision; to storm the
field and tear down the goalposts after winning the school's
first conference championship
in 10 years.
I will never forget last year's
magical season as loftg as I
live, and any fan who saw that
team play even one game or lis·
tened to them on radio should
cherish that experience as well.
But apparently everyone else
has forgotten about the Racers'
rise from the ashes in college
football. MSU's football program would have been extinct
after the 1992 season if it was
not for its resurrection by head
coach Houston Nutt.
Nutt's job description, however, does not include pleading
to the fans to get on their feet
on every big play. It would
make sense to see Nutt and his
players not have to ask MSU
and the Murray community to
show its appreciation of their
efforts by making Stewart
Stadium a true home-field
advantage for the Racers.
It would make even further
sense for University alumni to
come back and see these
Racers rip apart the same
schools that used to run MSU
up and down the field.
Still, only 8,612 Racer faithful witnessed MSU's 34-7
thrashing of Middle Tennessee
State Saturday, and many, of
those fans w~nt home or elsewhere at halftime. Leaving at
halftime is something you do
when your team is losing 34-7,
not when it's winning 17-7.
It is disturbing to think that
fans can actually consider
missing wins like Saturday's
triumph after all the disappointing losses MSU had suffered in years past. Granted,
Saturday's weather was unseasonably cold for the end of
September, but I would risk
death by frostbite to watch this
Racer football team play - anytime, anywhere, baby.
Why is the lOth-ranked team
in the nation barely filling half
its home stadium? Football is
one of the few spoJ1-s where
crowd noise can directly influence a game, and while the
band and cheerleaders do their
part., MSU fans need an atti·
tude adjustment.
It is embarrassing to see people come to a football game and
not get excited about an excellent football team they can call
their own. Murray residents
have always been known as
some of the kindest around,
but that docs not mean Murray
should be the nicest place for a
visiting team to play football.

l
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Men's tennis fares well
'in Jackson tournaiDent
B Y GREG STARK
REPORTER

According to assistant coach Pontus
Hiort, this season could.be a challenge for
the men's tennis team.
"This is a rebuilding year for us," Hiort
said. "It's been pretty good so far; it's been
. a good start."
The Racers played in the Good Morning
Rotary Invitational Sept. 26-29 in Jackson,
Tenn. against conference foes Eastern
Kentucky, Tennessee-Martin, Morehead
State and Tennessee Tech, as well as
regional teams from Union, FreedHardeman, Mississippi State, and
Tennessee.

Chris Hayden, a junior from Greenville,
and Eric Gressman, a junior from Hudson,
Ohio, the top doubles tandem on the team,
defeated Morehead State and Union
before losing to Mississippi State in t he
semifinals of the "A" division.
Hayden lost both of his matches in "A"
division singles to opponents from Union
and Mississippi State.
Gressman won his fi rst two rounds,
against Eastern and UT-Martin, before
losing to a Tennessee Tech player.
"Eric had a couple of good singles victories," Hiort said. "Eric, alongside Chris
Hayden, had a couple of good wins in the
doubles."
Raoul Bax, a sophomore from the

Netherlands, was pleased about the team's
performance.
"We did pretty good. It's only the second
tournament of the year," Bax said.
Bax won a match in "C" division singles
against Eastern Kentucky before losing to
a player from Tennessee.
The Racers compete again Friday in the
Southern Intercollegiate at the University
of Georgia in Athens. Teams participating
include Georgia, Florida, Louisiana State,
North Carolina and South Carolina.
"That's a big tournament. There's going
to be some tough competition there," Hiort
said. "We've been working hard every day
(for the tournament) - that's all we can
do."

·MSU shot down at honte
B Y MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

After opening their 1996-97
campaign with a home win over
Tennessee-Martin, Sunday's
124-point loss to Kentucky at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
has put the collective feet of the
Murray State rifle team back
on the ground. Still, at least the
Racers know where they stand.
MSU, ranked sixth in the
College Sports
Magazine
Division I Rifle Top 10, was led
by its Gold squad, which scored
6058 points, 19 more than the
Blue squad. However, the· two
teams entered by the secondranked Wildcats totaled 6182
and 6087 points, respectively,
squashing any hopes Racer
head coach Elvis Green had of a
winning streak.
"What's important to us right
now is getting on track," said
Green, who is more concerned
with the team's improvement
during the fall portion of t.he
schedule, which resumes Sept.
12 at Jacksonville State. "I was

Seth Dixon/Staff
Mike Puncochar, a junior from Hillsboro, Ore., sets his sights on
the bulls' e ye at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

satisfied with the air rifle ready for our next match."
scores, but we have plenty of
Freshman Marra Hastings
room for improvement and we was the Racers' top scorer,
have a week-and-a-half to get shooting an 1150 in the small-

bore competition and a 387 in
the air rifle round. The native
of Kingston, Wash., translated
her experience from the national championships, where she
finished sixth and as the best
collegian, to a successful performance in her first collegiate
meet.
"I've gone to the last four
national championships," said
Hastings, who earned a berth
on the national development
team with her sixth-place
effort. "so I thought of the UK
match as a regular match even
though there was a lot of pressure on me to make the national development team again ."
Junior Iryt Chance placed
fifth in t he air rifle individual
competition with a 385, two
points behind her third-place
teammate Hastings, but she is
struggling with her form with
the smallbore rifle after a disappointing 1101 total Sunday.
'"I need to get my head on
straight," said the native of
Louisville, Colo. "1 know what I
need to do; I just have to do it."

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Angela Brooks pre pare s he r racket and se ts her eyes on a forehand return in Tuesday's practice.

Lady Racers soak
EIU 6-1 in Martin
"Barbara Heflin and Nancy
Nordstrom were down 7-2, and
t hey came back and won 9-7,"
The Murray State women's Keasling said.
tennis team pulled out a 6-1
One of Keasling's concerns
victory over conference foe was the playing level of the
Eastern Illinois in a dual Lady Racers coming off a big
match in Martin, TeJ\n. last tournament such as the one at
weekend.
Indiana
University
in
Each of the Lady Racers' dou- Bloomington.
bles tandems won their match"You don't know if you'll be
es, and MSU lost only one sin- able to maintain a level of comgles match .
petitiveness," Keasling said. "I
"When we play doubles first, was glad we were able to mainwe have been getting behind tain the level of competitiveright off the bat," Keasling ness we had at Indiana."
said. "For us to win all three
In the Tennessee Tech
doubles was a huge step."
In vitational Saturday and
One of the biggest doubles Sunday in Cookeville, the Lady
victories,
according
to Racers will face conference
Keasling, was contributed by favorites in the host school and
the team's two walk-ons.
Middle Tennessee State.
BY GREG STARK

REPORTER

FROM TEE TO GREEN AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

GOLFMART
•I

Olscount Prices

~

PROFESSIONAL GOLF MERCHANOISE

&:rg,__

Lynxl~·~

Taylor Made
We carry over 60 brands of golf balls, golf shoes by Dexter, Foot Joy, Etonic,
and Nike, apparel by Nike and Reebok, and equipment for men and women.

Welcome Au ni!
615-1 S. 12th St•

.Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society
Murray State Univer sity Circle
Fall1996
The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting
applications from qualified students. The minimum criteria that must be
met by a student to be eligible for consideration are as follows:
A. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 35% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinction in at least two of the following
five areas.
1. scholarships
2. athletics
3. campus activities, religious activities, social service,
community service, etc.
4. journalism, speech, and the mass media
5. creative and performing arts
Interested students may pick up an application in the SGA Office,
the Student Affairs Office (Ordway Hall), the Multi-Cultural Center.
and all Residential College front desks.
All applications inust be returned by Friday. Oct. 1 i, at 4:30 p.m. to
Dr. Don Robertson, Student Affairs office, Ordway Hall

Killian's Red,
Honey & Brown Ale
$3.99 for a six pack
4035 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah
(502)443-6067
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University honors inductees Head, McCormick, Lemoigna n-Sheley, Ringer, Loughacy
decided to make MSU her home
Larry Ringer was a dominatfor the next four years. She
ing
golfer at MSU from 1965 to
graduated in 1985 with a bachThe Murray State athletic
1967.
He set a school record
elor's degree in education.
department inducted five MSU
that
remains
r--- ==---,
Lemoignan-Sheley came into
greats into the Racer Athletic
unb
r
o
k
en
the track program with a fierce
Hall of Fame Thursday in the
determination
and competitive today, and his
Currie Center ballroom.
talent
and
attitude.
The inductees are football
hard
work
"I remember that my first
players Frank Head and Lee
meet
for MSU was an indoor took him to
fast
"
McCormick, track athlete Val
the next level
Lemoignan,
golfer Larry
Lee McCo rmick competition and 1 was deter- in 1973 when
mined to do weU," she said. "I
Ringer and two-sport star
the
don't
remember where it was, entered
Harold Loughary.
p r ofessional L--~.....___.:...:.__.
but I looked at the r ecord on the
RINGER
"It hasn't really sunk in yet," wa II and said I was going to tour.
However, Ringer almost
he said. "I'll realize what the break it. I felt so strongly that
Lee McCormick
honor means when I come to it shook out my nervousness missed his opportunity that
From
1983-85-,
Lee Murray."
and all I could think about was Ringer had to play golf at MSU.
After transferring to MSU
McCormick played football for
breaking that record, which I
from
a junior college in
MSU, wher e he began his Val Lemoignan-Sheley
did."
Maryland,
Ringer became
career as a walk-on and left as
Val Lemoignan-Sheley set
Lemoignan-Sheley's glory
homesick
and
almost left
the school's all-time leading nine school records in her track days of running track came to
Mu
rray
to
return
home. In
receiver.
career at MSU from 1981-85. an immediate halt when she
fact,
he
would
have
returned
Recruited from his home Two of her indoor marks, sustained an injury during the
home
if
it
was
not
have
been for
town of Terre Haute, fnd. by including the
European game trials in 1986.
golf
coach
Buddy
Hewitt.
60-meter
hur~;,'!..,;!l>;:;'\l>;L''
former Racer head coach Frank
"1 stopped compet ing in 1986
"Buddy was a friend and a
• Beamer, McCormick holds dies and lhe
when I blew my knee in the
second
father to me," Ringer
career records for receptions pentathlon, as
European game trials," she
"He
helped me not only
said.
(122) and receiving yards well as three
said. "It was very disappointmature,
but
deal with being
(1,837). He also distinguished outdoor
ing."
away
fro
m
home.
He was really
himself by earning All- records in the
Lemoignan-Sheley will never
the
reason
I
stayed."
American and All-Ohio Valley 400-meter
forget what athletics at Murray
Today, Ringer and Hewitt
Conference honors his senior hurdles, the
State did for her. She said it
still
keep in touch and play golf
year.
introduced her into a career
8 0 0 - m e t e r LEH O IGNANtogether.
"It was a lot of hard work relay and the
SH ELEY
that she loves, and that she
Ringer was rewarded for his
being a walk-on because I had heplathlon
"will always stay in the athletic
decision
to stay by earning Allto prove myself," McCormick still stand today.
field."
American
honors in 1967, and
said. " I was new to the system
Prior to coming to Murray,
Currently,
Lemoignanhe
was
part
of an MSU squad
but I acljusted pretty fast."
Lemoignan-Sheley lived in Sheley is the assistant director
McCormick attended a few England where she was a mem- of athleticA for compliance at that finished second in the
NFL training camps after grad- ber of a track club and ranked the University of South OVC that year. He was later
named the team's Most
uating in 1986 with a degree in sixth in the country in hurdles. Carolina in Columbia.
Valuable
Player.
safety engineering, and he also Margaret Simmons, currently
She says that being named to
"When
I won the first MSU
played some arena football.
the MSU academic advisor for MSU's Hall of Fame is a great
Invitational individual title in
Today he resides in Texas athletes, recruited Lemoignan- honor.
where he is a loss prevention Shcley, who came to Murray
"Being named to the Hall of 1966, it helped convince me
consultant with Texas Workers State as a 25-ycar old fresh- Fame is a nice finishing touch," that I could play on the college
Compensation Insurance Fund. man .
she said. "It is a great honor level," he said.
Ringer still holds the school
"I miss the guys I played
had and fl attering that a school
Lcmoignan-Sheley
with, but I still talk to some of planned to attend Murray for thinks enough of you to put you record for the lowest 54-hole
score with a 204 (68-67-69).
them," he said.
only one year before returning in the Hall of Fame."
He graduated with a degree
McCormick was surprised home to England. However,
in
business administration and
when he found out he was Lemoignan-Sheley fell in love Larry Ringer
r
et
urned to Ma ryland after
inducted into the Hall of Fame. with the United States and
STAFF REPORT

"

It was a Jot of hard
work being a walk-on
because I had to
prove myself. I was
new to the system,
but I adjusted pretty
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The Staff of I
The Murray I
State News I
I
would like to I
welcome back 1

graduation. He admits he did
not want to leave college life.
Since joining the professional
golf tour in 1973, Ringer has
worked as a golf coach, golf professional and school teacher.
He currently serves as a PGA
golf professional at the Country
Club
at
Woodmore
in
Mitchellville, Md ., and is a fulltime player on the Senior
Series Tour and a part-time
player on the Senior PGA Tour.
"Everything 1 have done and
accomplished is because my
family has supported me in my
quest to play golf," Ringer said.
1 began playing golf at age 10
after watching my father. It
was a challenge to me, but I got
lucky and worked hard at it."

Harold Loughary
Harold Loughary attended
MSU from 1946-50, where he
was a two-sport letterman in
basketball
and
baseball.
H o w e v e r , ..-------=--......,
Loughary
almost did not
make it to
MSU.
Loughary
was from a
smalltown in
Caledonia,
Mo., and the L...:~...;.....~_.__,
travel to MSU LOUGHARY
seemed just too far. However,
Johnny Reagan, who was an
athletic "superstar" from that
area, influenced Loughary to
attend MSU.
ur was a little country boy
who hadn't been away from
home," Loughary said. "There
were only 14 people in my high
:ochool graduating class. I was a
homebody and didn't know
many people."
Loughary made his decision
and was off to Murray, where

he would be attending school on
a
basketball scholarship.
During his days on the cour t he
was known for his energetic,
scrappy style of play, and was
second on the team in scoring
in 1950, his senior season.
Though Loughary was good
in basketball, he truly excelled
in baseball.
"I was on a basketball scholarship and I went out for baseball because I liked the game,"
he said. "I had some successful
years. I played basketball and
baseball with Johnny Reagan
for two years."
Loughary played many positions, but his favorite was
shortstop. He became so good
at baseball that after his senior
season, he was drafted by the
St. Louis Cardinals and played
minor league ball in tlieir organization for several years.
Loughary graduated with a
degree in agriculture and physical education, and after his
stint with the Cardinals,
became a teacher and a coach.
Today, Loughary is retired and
lives in Bismarck, Mo.
"My experience with athletics
at Murray State gave me a
livelihood that was very
respectable," Loughary said.
"It gave me contact with other
people and I got a very good
education."

Frank Head
Frank Head is one of the
most prolific tacklers in the history of MSU football.
A standout linebacker from
1968-72, Head was an All-OVC
selection in 1971 and led the
Racers in total tackles in 1969
and 1970. His 158 tackles in
1969 is still the second-best
season in school history behind
Donald White's 160 in 1981.

Make Pizza Hut· Part Of
Your Game Plan

all MSU Alumni. :
I
We are happy to offer 1
a special
1
subscription
1
price of just
1
$10 for 1 year 1
offer good for
I
U.S. Residents only I
when you
I
present this ad.
I
I
I
Send a check or money order with 1
your current address to
I
The Murray State News
at 11 1 Wilson Hall to begin your 1

Pizza Hut•
1113 .Chestnut St.
759-4646

subscription.
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SCORECARD
Punts
9-335
Fumbles-lost
2-1
Penalties-yards
7-66
Time of Possession 26:37

Football
NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall
4-0
2. Montana
3·0
3. Northam Iowa
4-1
4 . Appalachian State
3·1
5, Stephen F. Austin
3-1
6, Jackson State
4·0
7. Southwest Missouri State 4·1
8. Eastern Illinois
4·0
9. Troy State
3-1
10. Murray State
3-1
11 . Delaware
3·1
12. Northern Arizona
· 4·1
13. Villanova
3·1
3-1
• 14. Furrr.an
15. Connecticut
3-1
16. Western Kentucky
4-1
17. William & Mary
3-1
18. Weber State
3-1
19. Northwest Louisiana
4'-0
20. New Hampshire
3'-0
21 . Florida A&M
3-1
22. Western Illinois
4-0
23. James Madison
3-1
24. Idaho State
2-2
25. Georgia Southam
1-3

Sports
Notebook
Chandra Brashers and Willy Van Gorder are the
Racers of the Week.
·
Brashers, a junior outside hitter from Washington, Ill.,
provided three aces, I 0 kills and a team-high I I digs in the
Murray State volleyball team's I 0-15, 15-6, 15-3, 15-13 victory over Evansville Tuesday in Racer Arena. The Racers
pushed their record to 13-6 thanks to Brashers, who has
solidified head coach Brenda Bowlin's starting lineup since
transferring from Illinois Central College.
Van Gorder, a sophomore offensive tackle from Pontotac,
Miss., was an instrumental factor in protecting MSU quarterback Mike Cherry from Middle Tennessee State defensive
ends Anthony McCord and Anthony Hicks. Cherry was not
tackled until the fourth quarter of the Racers' 34-7 win
because of the efforts of the 6'6", 290-pound Van Gorder.

1).
PASSING- Middle Tennessee
State, Gordon 5-18-0 38, Quinn 4·
13·1 48. Murray State, Cherry 13·
25-0 229, Criswell 1-2-0 0.
RECEIVING -Middle Tennessee
State, Walker, T. 2-27, Lowe 2·27.
Mostiller 2·12, McGill 1-10, Baker
1·7, Miller 1-3. Murray State, Jones
8-169, Greer 3·30, Pollard 1·16,
Swinton 1-14, Hitson 1·0.
MISSED FIELD GOALS - None.

Volleyball
MSU 3, UE 1

.

Tuesday at Racer Arena
Team
1 2 3 4
UE (2-11)
15 6 3 13
MSU (13·6)
10 15 15 15
Kills - Evansville 55 (McConnell,
Braun 14), Murray State 62
(Diebold 17). Assists- Evansville
51 (Knott 49), Murray State 54
(Hoffman 51). Aces-; Evansville 3
(McConnell, Knott, Braun 1),
Murray State 8 (Brashers, DeRan
3) . Digs- Evansville 43 (Braun 13),
Murray State 48 (Brashers 11 ).
Blocks- Evansville 8 (Lamp 2.5),
Murray State 5 (Bridges 2).

Saturday at Stewart Stadium
Team
1 2 3 4 T .
MTSU (1·3, 0·1) 7 0 0 0- 7
MSU (3-1, 2·0)
7 10 10 7 - 34
First Quarter
MTSU - McGill 2 run (Keegan
kick), 5:23
MSU -Downs 8 run (Hart kick),

3:07
Second Quarter
MSU - FG Hart 30, 5:16
MSU - Jones 64 pass from
Cherry (Hart kick), 1:30
Third Quarter
MSU - Merritt 28 interceptiOn
return (Hart kick), 11:07
MSU - FG Hart 31, 5:01
Fourth Quarter
MSU - Jones 6 pass from Cherry
(Hart kick), 4:59
A -8,612

1

.

FALL BALL

INDIVIDUAL STATISnCS
RUSHING -Middle Tennessee
State, McGill 20-84, Gordon 6-32,
Baker 4-27, Quinn 5-(-2). Murray
State, Downs 20-104, Scarborough
5·34, McCann 7-21, Hitson 6-13,
Turner 1-7, Cherry 1-0. Newton 2·(·

MSU 34, MTSU 7

MTSU

6·233
1·1
4·34
33:23

Track and field record holder and Racer Athletic Hall of
Fame member Marshall Gage will be honored at I p.m.
Friday at Stewart Stadium, where the University will dedicate the stadium track in his name.
Gwen Dyas/Staff
junior Randy Jackson delivers a pitch for the Gold team durfng
Murray State•s fntrasquad scrimmage Tuesday at Reagan
Field. The Gold squad beat the Blue team 6-lln seven innings.

FRIDAY
I

Rifle

A-148.

UK def. MSU

MSU ALL-TIME WINS LIST
With Murray State's 10-15, 15·6.
15-3, 15-13 win over Evansville
Tuesday in Racer Arena. Racer
head coach Brenda Bowlin became
MSU's winningest volleyball coach
in school history. She is 79·69 in
five years at MSU, including the
Racers' 13-6 mark this season.
Coach (years)
Wins
1. Brenda Bowlin (5)
79
2. Oscar Segovia (5)
78
3. Bob Ferguson (2)
19
4. Kerry Garrels (1)
9
5. Eddie Morris (1)
0

MSU
18

First downs
14
35-141 42-178
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
86
229
0
34
Return yards
Comp-Att
9-31-1 14-27-0
Sacked-Yards Lost
1· 9
1-0

Sports Calendar

Sunday at Spurgin Rifle Range
S
A
T
1170 389 1559
Elsass
1161 384 1545
Blakemore
1157 386 1543
Boggs
1147 388 1535
Anderson
4635 1547 6182
1. UK (Blue)

1159 3n 1536
1156 378 1534
1149 370 1519
~~sk~j---____1~1~1~5~38~3~14~9~8
2. UK (White)
4579 1508 6087
Fowler, Darren
Fowler, David
Metz

Hastings
Fisher

1150 387 1537
1133 374 1507

Chance
Hicks
Stone
3. MSU (Gold)

1101 385 1486
1149
1149
379 379
4533 1525 6058

Antonioli
Puncochar
Desjardin
Stone
Hicks
4. MSU (Blue)

1139
1133
1128
1142

371 1510
375 1508
369 1497
1142
382 382
4542 1497 6039

DIVISION I RIFLE TOP 10
1. West Virginia, 99 (9). 2.
Kentucky, 89 (1). 3. Air Force, 72.
4. Alaska-Fairbanks, 61. 5.
Jacksonville State, 51 . 6. Murray
State. 48. 7. Xavier, 46. 8. Navy,
36. 9. Norwich, 15. 10. Tennessee
Tech, 14.

Men's Tennis- Southam lntercollegiates in Athens, Ga.
Volleyball- MSU vs. Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m. In Cookeville

SATURDAY
Cross Country - Southam Illinois Invitational in Carbondale
Men's Tennis - Southam lntercollegiates in Athens, Ga.
Women's Tennis- Tennessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville
Women's Golf -Lady Rebel Invitational in Oxford, Miss.
Volleyball - MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State at 2 p.m. in Murfreesboro
Football - Austin Peay State vs. MSU at 2:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium

SUNDAY
Men's Tennis -Southam lntercollegiates in Athens. Ga.
Women's Tennis- Tennessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville
Women's Golf - Lady Rebel Invitational in Oxford, Miss.

MONDAY
Men's Tennis- Southern lntercollegiates in Athens, Ga.

TUESDAY
Volleyball- MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State at 7 p.m. in Cape
Girardeau

Congratulations

'lffUVI.4, ~, cuJ, ~ ~)

Keile Cox -ATQ Sweetheart
Kate Lackey -Equestrian Team
Kerrie Faye Hosick -Senator-College of Education.

Finest in consignment ,C{Th
Monday - Friday 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

11 7 S. 4th St.
753-4087

Welcome Alumni
.

Good luck
Racers

~-

East Main

•

Cadiz. KY. 42211
(502) 522-7875

Love,
Your Sisters in A On

Signta Tau Ga01ma
~Tr
306 Main P.O. Box 251
Hazel, KY 42049

502·492•8164
50's DECO + Limited Edition Darbies • Fashion

+Flashbacks +Jewelry Antiques • collectibles
+ Student Discount

Seniors
Consider

Would like to congratulate their
new associates

Benji Belden
Tim Laney
Tim Shead
Jamie Walker

Good Luck
1996 Homecoming
Queen~~

),5ccver for yourself what Suo customers are ravtns
5~.:t fresh ~~srec ents w:th loads of freshly shceo
rrea:..:::tlea htgr; on a !'leartT'·OOkeO SUb ro' But ~ur!'f,

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

:xcause mrs cr~ce can't last 'orever'
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Arby's 507 N. 12th St.

graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
Greater flexlbility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.
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Join the growing number of students entering a
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A statistical breakdown of. MSU's Homecoming game against Austin Peay State
Ohio Valley Conference Standings
CONFERENCE

OVERALL

L
0

W

L

PF

PA

Eastern Illinois

W
2

4

0

142

67

MURRAY STATE

2

0

3

1

139

89

Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missouri State
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin

1

0

1
1

1
1

AUSTIN PEAV STATE

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0

3
2
3
2
3
4

87
17
76
30
21
25

82
58
89
54
104
87

Middle Tennessee State

0

2

1

3

37

67

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Eastern Illinois 38, Tennessee-Martin O; Southeast Missouri State 17,
AUSTIN PEAY STATE 13; Southern 19, Tennessee State 18; Eastern
Kentucky 28, Tennessee Tech 7; MURRAY STATE 34, Middle
Tennessee State 7

.SATURDAY'S GAMES
Southeast Missouri State vs. Eastern Kentucky, 1 p.m.
lane College at Tennessee State, 1:30 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin at Tennessee Tech, 2 p.m.
Middle Tennessee State at Jacksonville State, 2 p.m.
AUSTIN PEAY STATE AT MURRAY STATE, 2:30P.M.

Knslin Wessel· You're doing a great job
as Publicity Coordinator! Keep up tne
good work! Love Your slsters in Arh
Jufieoolle Happy Birthday 1126. Who
loVes you rein or shine Happy or sad?
Love AlWays Manvnala.
Who said a Gam couldn't race a bed.
Thank$ Slg Epst • Sisters of Arh
m ·s wouk:l like to thank Ar P. i\XA.
nKA ATO&. AI:c!l lor pa~ In the
Play A Thon
Thanks ATO for a great milcer. We had
fun ''switching channels' with you. Sis·
tans of Arl1

Sig Eps· We're watching you and we're
COOling! Be ready lor a surpnsel You
don1 know when or hOw, but we're com·
lngl Love. the Fabulous Ave
Welcome Home Ar'A alumnae! We are
looking (OfW8rd to II(Jelng you • your
SiSters of ArA
Sigmas would fike to congretulate their
new members of the week Ktersa Bum·
nek, Mary Margaret Burton and Autumn
Cates. You are doing great!

In's ~~or a great time bui!dlng a
winning float. •
Gamma Oerta

s:sters ot Alpha

Crutchle· Sorry 'bout the foot! We love
your
Your Sisters

n•.

NOTICE
FUNDRAISER· Motivated groups need·
ed to eam $500+ promottng AT&T, Dis·
cover, gas and retail card&. Since 1969,
we've helped thousand$ of gi'01Jps raiSe
lhe money they need CaR Gina at
(8001592·2121 ext.110. Free C D to
qualolied callers.
Yard Sale October 5th Epsilon Sigma
Alpha . Portion or proceeds go to St.
Jude's Children'$ Hospital 807 Coldwa·
ter Ad (behind Super Amerlcal8 a .m. ·
11a.m.
SEVENTH ANNUAL INTER·TAIBAL
INDIANA FESTIVAL • October 11 , 12 &

13, Hwy. 136 E., Calhoun. Kentucky.
Special music and dance performances
Saturday, 11 a.m., 2 p .m ., 4 p.m.: Sun·
day 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. Authentic Native
America story telling, spear throwlnP.,
Silversmith. fllntknapplng , children a
activities . Fun for the whole !amity,
fnlonnatlon Ubby Warren 502·27:3·
5941, Teny Welborn 502-926-8686.
STEEL BUILDINGS: • 5,000+ sizes.
30x40x10, $4,603; 40x60x14, $8,336;
50x60x14 ,
$9,657;
50x100x18 .
$14,756 ;
60x80x14.
$13,455;
60x100x16, $16,785. Ouallty·seiV1C8.
Free brochures. Sentinel Buildings.
800-327..0790, ext 79.
PROFIT STORAGE CENTERS • Steel
mint-storage buildings. Factory d~ract
erection ava,feble. 30x100, 20 ufllls,
$9.692; 40x150, 30 units. $16.215. Free
brochures Sentmet Bolld,ngs, 80().327 •
0790, extension 790.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Eam $2,500
part-time. $8.000 full·llme per month
processing Insurance cta1ma for health·
care proViders Software purchase
required plus computer, Financing
available. 800·722-SAMS.

I otal Qtfenst

Yards/gamt

2. Murray State
5. Austin Peay State

404.5
267.8

Rushing Offense Y:Qrds/gamt
2. Murray State
6. Austin Peay State

190.5
108.5

Passing Qf1_@0.U Yards/game
3. Murray State
5. Austin Peay State

214.0
159.3

Scoring Qffense Points/game
2. Murray State
8. Austin Peay State

Kickoff Betu.l:ru!
2. Murray State
7. Austin Peay State

34.8
6.3

30.9
18.3

Net

3. Murray State
5. Austin Peay State

34.2
33.5

.Yintslgame

2. Austin Peay State
6. Murray State

220.8
317.8

Rushing Pt fense .Yards/game

mation by mall 80().422-7320, ext. 213.
406·961·5570, lax 4()6.961·5577.
http://www.vfslonfreedom.com. Satis·
faction guaranteed.

HELP WANTED
Hundnld.a of Studenta A,. Eemlng
Free Spring Break Trlpa & Money!
Sell 8 Trlpa & Go Freel Bahamas
Crulae $279, Cancuo & Jamaica
$399, Panama City/Daytona $119!
w -.aprlngtravel.com
1·80G-678·

e386
PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIAN·
Columbia Pinelake Regional Hospital 1n
Mayfield, KY has an immediate PAN
opening lor a P.T. Technician Depart·
menl. This Is a weekend position. Prevl·
ous physical therapy experience deslf·
able. but not necessary. Completion of
CPR course Is necessary. All applicants
apply ai the Department for Employ·
ment Services 111 319 South 7th St.
Mayfield.
COMPUTER REPAIR TRAINEES •
High school grads ages 17-34, U.S. cit·
lzens or)ly Leam IO..@PIIIililate-Of·lhear1 computers at our eJtpense and
receive exc. aalary and benefits pack·
age. Call 800-284-8289

OWN YOUR OWN • Apparel, bridal,
westernwear, shoe, crystaVg11t or $ 1.00
vanety store. Includes Inventory, fix·
COVENANT TRANSPORT • All c:ontures, bUying trip, training. Mlllimum • venlional neet 435 Oetrort 9 speed.
Investment $16.900.00. Calf Paul at Utr
Oryboxlreefer, avg .. run 1850 mites.
erty Fashions 501·327-1!031.
benefits-All the good stuff. Exp. 800·
441-4394. Grad student 80<H338·6428.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
DRIVERS, EOE • GET HOME, GET
home. Buy direct and saver Commercial
MILES, GET MONEY • BUsy dispatch
or home units from $199.00. Low
monthly peyments. Free color cetalog .
needs ftalbed drivers. Must have dean
Call today 800-842· 1305.
driVIn9 record . Offers a good paycheck,
benef1ts and late model equ1pment .
DIGITAL RCA SATELLITE SYSTEM ·
Must be 24 years of age, 1 year OTR.
No money down. $25.95 a month. 18"
Maverick Transportation. Inc. 800..289·
diSh, installation Included wllh 1 year
1100.
free programming. 800.856-0936 . 9
S600 TO $800 PER WEEK WITH • No
am. • 8 p.m. rln8llQJlg avellable.
experience necessary! Now hinng indl·
MECHANIC'S SPECIAL • 1989 S·10
Vlduals interested 1n becoming profes·
BLAZER 4x4 - Looks good 1nside and
alonal truck drivers w.th tratnlng assis·
out Good tires. Dark blue In oolor
tance available . Call: 800-487-3806.
Needs motor (auto 2.8) Books lor
FRIENOLY TOYS & GIFTS • Has open·
$7,000 + selling for $3,000.00 OBO .
Georgetown
502-867·
ings lor dealer&. No cash lrwestr:nentl
Phone
0078.20/20 WITHOUT GLASSES •
FantasiJC toys. Exclusive g1fta, home
decor, Christmas items. Call for catalog
Sale, rapid, non·surgiCBI, permanent
restoration ~-8 weeks. Airline pilot
and information. 800-486-4875
developed. DOctor approved . Free lnlor·

4. Austin Peay State
6. Murray State

Passing Detense Yardslgamt

Total Qfte.DB
3. Mike Cherry, MSU
5. Matt Hicks, APSU

203.8
154.3

Points/game

5. Austin Peay State
7. Murray State

1. Rob 1-tart, MSU
2. Reginald Swinton, MSU
8. David McCann, MSU

21.8
22.3

Punt Returns

Average

2. Murray State
3. Austin Peay State

~coring

11 .8
10.1

Turnover Margin

Margin

7. Murray State
9. Austin Peay State

-4
-7

Rushing

· Receiving

2. Jesse Jones, MSU

DRIVER, COL • Class A Capable of
loading heavy construcllon equipment
Apply at 1272 Old Fem Valley Road.
Louisville, Kentucky . Equal Opportunity
Employer.
MECHANIC· Experlenced on construction equipment and trucks Apply at
1272 Old Fern Valley Road, Loulsv1lle,
Kentucky. Equal Opportunity Employer.
FENCE ERECTORS • Hlnng experl·
enced or trainees Drivers license, drug
testing reqUired. Good pey and benefits
can or wnte: West Memphis Fence Co ,
P.O Box 1565, West Memphi$, AR
72303 501 ·735· 1798. Subcontractors
also needed
DRIVERS, INDUSTRY LEADING BEN·
EFITS · Great pay. hlgh miles, 1ncrease
after only 90 days. Lata model conven·
11onals Teams or solo drivers. Con-Way
Truckload Services 800-555-CWTS
(2987). Eoe.
AVON , $7·$15 a hour. Irs EZ. No door
to doot. No minimum order . BeMiits,
bonus. Executive 16UCCBSSiu l methods.
Hotnnol 800·SEU. AVON . Independent
salos represenlatiVes. cam cash! '8()0;
735·5286.
DRIVERS J .B . HUNTS • WIWng to pay
lor the best drivers In the Industry.
Beginning February 25th, dnvers with 1
year experlt!flC8 Will Glan eammg .37t
to .40~ a mile. CaR: 800·2JB·HUNT.
EOE. SubJect to drug screen.
ATIENTION OVER THE ROAD DRI·
VERS • Excellent work environment.
excel!cnt pey running late model c:onventlonals. sided ltalbeds, all air ride.
Home most weekends, health and llile
insurance, must be 23 years old, 1 year
experience. COL and good driving
record required Call 8()0..444-6648.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Free driver tram•ng. II you
quahly. Students wolcome. Experience
pay up to 28e per mile. Excellent bene·
fits: 800..842..0853.
LABORER • Skilled or general uliflty
construction laborers. Apply at1272 Old
Fem Valley Road, Louisville. KY. Equal
Opponunity EmplOyer.
DRIVERS, IS YOUR PAY PACKAGE IN
THE TOP tO· The National Survey of

39 .0
35.4

Average

2. William Hampton, MSU
4. Travis Sanders, APSU

Kick Returns

88.8
53.3
5.3

Average

Punt Returns

Yardslgamt

Receptions/gamt

10.8
1.3

3. Chris Wiggins, APSU
7. Grant Pruitt, MSU

21 4.0
159.3

2. Anthony Downs, MSU
6. Tarrance Tillman, APSU

Points/game

Punting

YardslgamQ

3. Mike Cherry, MSU
5. Matt Hicks, APSU

10.8
6.0
4.5

1. Rob Hart, MSU
7. David Young, APSU

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Passing

4.8
4,0

Yards/game

Scoring Defense e_glntslgame

12.7
7.4

Average

1. Donald Hitson, MSU

41.7

Fumblt Recoveries

Number

1. Ralph Hill, APSU

Number

3. Phillip Hancock, APSU

80()..467-6345

DRIVERS. OTR · Advanced Distnbutton
System. Top provider of Hatbed ser·
vices offering top pay and $1 ,000 sign·
on bonus to quality drivers. Call 800·
646-3438, ext. 1007. Owner,operators

welcome.
DRIVERS • We have what you've been
tookJng Iori Assigned late model con·
ventionals, home weekends. No East
Coast , $32,000+ average earnmg ,
Wabash Valley. 80().246·6305.
WHERE WILL YOU BE IN 5 YEARS? •
Have you been downsized. underpaid,
overworked. no job security? For 1nfor·
matlon about life changing opportunity,
call 24 hours 888·~22·9849
How I made a fortune ln Fum.ture start·
ing With $5.000.00 In n ventory. Send
SASE lor free letter. Southern Liquida·
tors, At. 4, Box 71, Grafton. WV 26354.

FOR SALE
Hl&+ier 5-speed SchwlM midclfeweight
bicycles wide-rim !Ires Cru1S&rs $120
each. Red. 753·1178 after S p.m.
MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down,
rellnencing , equity loan. Free sellers
package, land or home loans. Green
Tree RnanctaJ, 800-895·1900. Naiioo'a
leading mobile home tender.
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMICIDE • Rae·
ognlzed sale & effective against hook,
round & tapeworms In dogs & cats.
Aveda.ble over the counter at Southern
States.
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEl-IGHT • Old·
fashioned wedding, Smoky Mountains
near Gatlinburg, overlooking nver,
ho~rawn carnage, cabins, jacu.z:zi,
ordained m.n!sters No test or wailing.
HEAR1l.AND 80().448-8697 {VOWS)
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN· Be married
10 our magnificent mountaintop chapel

5. Kenny Thomas, MSU
8. Ralph Hill, APSU
11 . Ronnie Merritt, MSU
12. Aenardo Hampton, MSU

Sl£kl

44

ill1ruts for Loss

3
3
2.5
2.5

Number
4
4

NATIONAL STATISTICS
f!.HJing Defense

Rating

21. Murray State

87.0

Receiving Yard.l Yards/game
22. Jesse Jones, MSU
29. Reginald Swinton, MSU

Aeld Goals

2.25

MISCELLANEOUS
Austin Peay State has been
penalized 37 times in four games.

PANAMA CITY BEACH • Sandpiper·

with microwaves. bki bar, jet skis . pera·
sailing 800-488-8828
GET MARRIED • Smoky Mountains.
Areas most beautiful chapels. Elegant
white or cedar mounta111 top chapel,
~

No tests or walt·

ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountains, ordained
ministers, elegant chapel, photographs,
llorals. videos, receptions, honeymoon
cabins. jaCuuis. Special packages lor
September No wa1hng. no blood test.
Gatlinburg, Tennessee. 800·933·7464
or 800·WED·RING.
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES • Gallon·
burg's Original Church (Since 1980)
Photogr11phy, videO. muSJc, flowers.
limos, chalets . Jacuzzi suhes, lire·
places. Breathtaking v1ews. Any budget .
Rev. Ed Taylor 800·348·2n9.
AN AFFORDABLE AND PERFECT
WEDDING • In lhe Smoky Mountains.
With a courteous and proleSSIOOal &taft
perform1ng Chrtstlan ceremonies. No
blood test. no waiting . 800-619·3397

license and line dminglconventlon ellgfblhty. history dating to Underground
Railroad and stagecoach stopover. 606·
885-3130 .

Welcome
Parents
&
Alumni
to
Murray
State
Univ~rsity's

Homecoming

PIGEON FORGE WEDDING CHAPEL ·

"The Wedding Pror~·. 'TredlliOOat sootllem wedcl•ngs. No blood test or

1996

wart1ng. Romantic memories to last a
lifetime. Irs &impte, yet elegant! 8()()408-8577.
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEDDING • In
the Smoky Mountains. Gatllnbtlrg's Lll·
tie Log Chapel. Channing, roman1ic.
Borders national pBlk. A dream wed·
ding to fit your budge!. 800·554·1451,
SCP.
ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATLIN·
BURG AREA • Simple yet elegant
Christian weddings Glartlng at $129.
Aowers. photographs, lodging avail·
able. 888-428·9996 toll free.
WANTED • Venture capltaVbuyer to
develop historic t 806 Colonial Inn ABC

~eabet ~fq,uot'
7725 old US Hwy 45, Paducah

1I 2

Kess ler $15 . 99
1 I 5 Crown Royal $ 1 8 . 9 9
1 2 p a c I< Busch Beer $ 1 0. 9 9
p a c I< Budweiser $10.49
Ga ll on

~!!iii

Call for prices.

The staff of

THEMANEMNT
hair design says have a great Homecoming

Good Luck Racers !

Think you have to
go to a mall for
really cool stuff?
Ca-~;?t~ts')u~ l•ri

:::=::
~
Think again.

Wed · Sun In Spring &Fall
Opm ropry ttiglat ~ 1·21

474-2773

89.3
83.3

AY..mt-91

3. Rob Hart. MSU

Beacon Beech Resort. $39 (1-4 per·
son). Restaurant, 3 pools ( ! Indoor), hoi
tub. suites up to 10 people. kitchens

gazebo, Christian services,

Number

7. Terry Anthony, MSU
7. Chris Vaughn, MSU

surrounded by trees & awesome views
of the Smok1esl Pigeon Forge! For
reservations 800·729-4365

arrangements, cabins.
, ng. 800-893·7274.

39
34
32
31

2. Mance! Etam, MSU
2. Chris Vaughn, MSU
5. Terry Anthony, MSU
5. Anthony Hutch, MSU

2

Tackles

Driver Wages by S1gnPost. Inc. puta
Roehl altha top of the top 10 pay pack·
ages In the nation. Great home hme.
Ouatcomm. Drop & swap . 48'/53' van or
flatbed 95% no touch. Sign on bonus.
Driver-trainers and teams welcome .

Now available:
Male & Female Rottweiler
Puppies.

Open atSprn

117.0
133.0

Scoring

629 AILEY AD. BENTON, KY
(502) 527·5224

the only
place
to dine

3. Reginald Swinton, MSU
6. Daniel Williams, APSU

3. Murray State
5. Au5!in Peay State

DOGWOOD KENNELS

after the game~

147.3
200.7

Average

Ntt Punting

Total DefeOD

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

PERSONALS

OVC TEAM STATISTICS

!finer r;ifts & tJJrilfa£~
111 South 4th St.
Court Square 759-2100
Open Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

I12B

SPORTS

Alvey, Richmond
slam Regents 9-4
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAFF W RITER

At the end of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's "Casey at the
Bat," the mighty Casey struck out after letting the first two pitch~
es pass.
If Longfellow had been writing about Wednesday's Residential
College men's softball game between, the ending would have been
different.
A third-inning inside-the-park grand slam by Richmond's Steve
Alvey made him a hero and gave his team a 9-4 victory over
Regents College.
"It was a high pitch, but I stepped into it and hit it," Alvey said.
Regents struck first in the contest with a first-inning RBI double by Mark Spainhoward. However, Richmond loaded the bases
in the third to set up Alvey's game-winning hit.
Alvey ran the count to three balls and two strikes before knock·
ing the sixth pitch to the centerfield fence. By the time the throw
arrived home, Alvey had scored.
The score remained 4-1 until.the fourth when Regents added
three runs and Richmond added three of their own to bring the
score to 7-4.
Richmond would go on to add to add two more runs to clinch the
win, improving their record to 1-2. Regents fell to 1-4.
Elizabeth College's men's squad leads the league with a 3·0
record, while the Hester College women hold the top spot at 4-0 .
I
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Golfers all wet after EKU
MSU suffers as shorten ed tournament leaves
no room for mistakes

"We played very poorly," said head coach
Buddy Hewitt. "The rain was a real factor
for us."
The Racers shot a 320, flnishing 30
strokes behind the winning team Eastern
Kentucky, which shot 290 for the umrnament.

BY EDDIE G RANT
SPORTS STAFF W RITER

Besides the 13 other teams competing at
Eastern Kentucky University last week·
end, the Murray State men's golf team had
another force to reckon with- rain.

Eastern Kentucky's Chris Bedore took
home the top prize in individual competition, carding a score of 66. The Racers' top
flnisher was Jessie Rooker, who tallied a
78.

A steady, two-day rain soaked the
Richmond course, shortening a scheduled
54-hole tournament to 18 holes. The rain
proved to be a real thorn in the side of the
Racers, who finished last in the 14-team
field.

Rooker's finish was good enough to place
him 46th in a field of 73.

clarion

Others competing for MSU included
Jason Lancaster (80), Jason J arvi (80 ) and
Ken Conkle (82).

Buddy Hewitt

Joachim Lange was disqualified from the
tournament for signing an incorrect scorecard.
The team's next competition will be at
the Kroger Invitational Tournament Oct.
14-15 in Memphis, Tenn., where the
Racers will compete against teams from
the Southeastern and Big 10 conferences
a s well as from the Ohio Valley
Conference.

4

$239.99

~N EW§llGJHJJf

/.h".h91LPINE.
AM - FM -CD Player
$289.99

In the Sept. 20 issue of The Murray State News. volleyball
player Stephanie Diebold was incorrectly identified as a senior.
She is a sophomore middle hitter from Louisville. Also, the
men's intramural softball game between Franklin College and
Hester College was incorrectly reported. Franklin College won
the game 9-7 Sept. 17 at the Murray-Calloway County Park.

" We played very poorly. The
rain was a real factor for us. "

Welco111e Alumni!

AM - FM - CD Player

Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http:/ /www.thenews.org

Tapes - Compact Discs - Car Audio Equipment

Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

## 7 Dllidaad Ceater on Chestnut St.
Jut 1 Block'"'"' MSU Donn:s/1I

To subscribe to IDDNet call l-800-455-1608

Monday- Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

753-0lll

~~~~g,teva~

SANTA'S
ATTIC

:iiJ
~

Holiday

.

,. collectables •gifts . decorations
•gourmet food items •potpourri . music boxes
. and so much more • lay aways welcome
We accept Visa, Mastercard, & Discover
Monday~Saturday 10 a .rn.-5 p.m.

\)
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Good Luck Racer
Football Team

~

~

The sisters of

-

;;;J

A'LA
will be cheering you to a
Homecoming Victory I

li
'e

~~~~g,teva~

116 S. 5th St.

Court Square

753-821 2

Welcome back Alumnae of

Racer

Alpb:a Sigma Alpha.
We ane erx.eited to haVIe you

~pecial

lJack to
cel'ebrate our 50th

Account

Anniversary;.
Make new friends, but keep the old.
One is silver, but the other is gold.

The University Bt~:rber Shop
uwelcomes You"
• We have 3 Barbers
to Serve You
• ROTC & National Guard
Members Invited

I

• Mllltarv Experienced
• Cosmetologv & Barberlng
Ucensed
·No Appointments Necessarv

A special account for MSU students!
Racer Special Accounts a re now available
at any Peoples First office in 19 locations
in western Kentucky. With so many benefits, college s~udents get everything you
wan t from a bank... and m ore!

Visit on e of our convenient locations in Murray
Main Office
101 South 4th Street

University Office
515 North 12th Street

South Manor Office
611 Sout h 12th Street

or any of our other locations in McCracken, Ballard, Grave•; LivingBton, and Marshall Counties.

Peoples Frrst

Member FDIC

f

